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GENERALIZED OPTIMAL MATCHING METHODS
FOR CAUSAL INFERENCE
By Nathan Kallus
Cornell University
We develop an encompassing framework for matching, covariate balancing, and doubly-
robust methods for causal inference from observational data called generalized optimal
matching (GOM). The framework is given by generalizing a new functional-analytical for-
mulation of optimal matching, giving rise to the class of GOM methods, for which we
provide a single unified theory to analyze tractability, consistency, and e ciency. Many
commonly used existing methods are included in GOM and, using their GOM interpreta-
tion, can be extended to optimally and automatically trade o↵ balance for variance and
outperform their standard counterparts. As a subclass, GOM gives rise to kernel opti-
mal matching (KOM), which, as supported by new theoretical and empirical results, is
notable for combining many of the positive properties of other methods in one. KOM,
which is solved as a linearly-constrained convex-quadratic optimization problem, inherits
both the interpretability and model-free consistency of matching but can also achieve thep
n-consistency of well-specified regression and the e ciency and robustness of doubly ro-
bust methods. In settings of limited overlap, KOM enables a very transparent method for
interval estimation for partial identification and robust coverage. We demonstrate these
benefits in examples with both synthetic and real data.
History: First version: December 26, 2016. This version: Oct 27, 2017.
1. Introduction. In causal inference, matching is the pursuit of com-
parability between samples that di↵er in systematic ways due to selection
(often self-selection) by way of subsampling or re-weighting the samples [1].
Optimal matching [2], wherein each treated unit1 is matched to one or more
control units to minimize some objective (such as sum) in the list of within-
match pairwise distances so to optimize comparability2 and implemented in
the popular R package optmatch, is arguably one of the most commonly
used methods for causal inference on treatment e↵ects, whether used as an
estimator or as a preprocessing step before regression analysis [4].
Since the introduction of optimal matching, a variety of other methods
for matching on covariates have been developed, including coarsened exact
matching [5], genetic matching [6], combining optimal matching with near-
fine balance on one stratification [7], and using integer programming to
1 In the context of estimating the e↵ect on the treated.
2 The term “optimal matching” has also been used in other contexts such as optimal
near-fine balance [3], but the most common usage by far, which we follow here, refers to
matching made on one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many basis using network flow
and bipartite approaches, such as optimal bipartite (one-to-one) matching with weights
equal to covariate vector distances.
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2 N. KALLUS
match sample mean vectors for simultaneous near-fine balance on multiple
stratifications [3]. These have largely been developed independently and ad
hoc given distinct motivations and definitions for what is balance and how
to improve it relative to no matching, optimally or non-optimally. There are
also a variety of other methods for causal inference on treatment e↵ects such
as regression analysis [8], propensity score matching and weighting [9], and
doubly robust methods that combine the latter two [10].
In this paper, we develop an encompassing framework and theory for
matching and weighting methods and related methods for causal inference
that reveal the connections and motivations behind these various existing
methods and, moreover, give rise to new and improved ones. We begin by
providing a functional analytical characterization of optimal matching as a
weighting method that minimizes worst-case conditional mean squared error
given the observed data and assumptions on (a) the space of feasible condi-
tional expectation functions, (b) the space of feasible weights, and (c) the
magnitude of residual variance. By generalizing the lattermost, we develop
a new optimal matching method that correctly and automatically accounts
for the balance-variance trade-o↵ inherent in matching and by doing so can
reduce e↵ect estimation error. By generalizing all three and using functional
analysis and modern optimization, we develop a new class of generalized op-
timal matching (GOM) methods that construct matched samples or distri-
butions of the units to eliminate imbalances. It turns out that many existing
methods are included in GOM, including nearest-neighbor matching, one-to-
one matching, optimal caliper matching, coarsened exact matching, various
near-fine balance approaches, and linear regression adjustment. Moreover,
using the lens of GOM many of these too are extended to new methods that
judiciously and automatically trade o↵ balance for variance and that out-
perform their standard matching counterparts. We provide theory on both
tractability and consistency that applies generally to GOM methods.
Finally, as a subclass of GOM, we develop kernel optimal matching (KOM),
which is particularly notable for combining the interpretability and poten-
tial use as preprocessing of matching methods [4], the non-parametric nature
and model-free consistency of optimal matching [2, 11], the
p
n-consistency
of well-specified regression-based estimators [8], the e ciency [12] and ro-
bustness [10] of augmented inverse propensity weight estimators, the careful
selection of matched sample size of monotonic imbalance bounding methods
[13], and the model-selection flexibility of Gaussian-process regression [14].
We show that KOM can be interpreted as Bayesian e cient in a certain
sense, that it is computationally tractable, and that it is consistent. We dis-
cuss how to tune the hyperparameters of KOM and demonstrate the e cacy
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of doing so. KOM allows for a transparent way to bound any irreducible bi-
ases due to a lack of overlap between control and treated populations, which
leads to robust interval estimates that can partially identify e↵ects in a
highly interpretable manner. We develop the augmented kernel weighted es-
timator and establish robustness and e ciency guarantees for it related to
those of the augmented inverse propensity weighted estimator. Furthermore,
we establish similar guarantees for KOM used as a preprocessing step before
linear regression, rigorously establishing that it reduces model dependence
and yields e cient estimation under a well-specified model without ceding
model-free consistency under misspecification. We end with a discussion on
relevant connections to and non-linear generalizations of equal percent bias
reduction. We study the practical usefulness of KOM by applying the new
methods developed to a semi-simulated case study using real data and find
that KOM o↵ers significant benefits in e ciency but also in robustness to
practical issues like limited overlap and lack of model specification.
2. Re-interpreting Optimal Matching. In this section we present
the first building blocks toward generalizing optimal matching. We set up
the causal estimation problem and provide a bias-variance decomposition
of error. Through a new functional analytical lens on optimal matching,
we uncover it as a specific case of finding weights that minimize worst-case
error, but only under zero residual variance of outcomes given covariates.
Our first generalization is to consider non-zero residual variance, giving rise
to a balance-variance e cient version of optimal matching and to a method
that automatically chooses the exchange between balance and variance.
2.1. Setting. The observed data consists of n independent and identi-
cally distributed (iid) observations {(Xi, Ti, Yi) : i = 1, . . . , n} of the vari-
ables (X,T, Y ), where X 2 X denotes baseline covariates, T 2 {0, 1} treat-
ment assignment, and Y 2 R outcome. The space X is general; assumptions
about it will be specified as necessary. For t = 0, 1, we let Tt = {i : Ti = t}
and nt = |Tt|. We also let T1:n = (T1, . . . , Tn) and X1:n = (X1, . . . , Xn)
denote all the observed treatment assignments and baseline covariates, re-
spectively. Using Neyman-Rubin potential outcome notation [15, Ch. 2], we
let Yi(0), Yi(1) be the real-valued potential outcomes for unit i and assume
the stable unit treatment value assumption [16] holds. We let Yi = Yi(Ti),
capturing consistency and non-interference. We define
f0(x) = E [Y (0) | X = x] , ✏i = Yi(0)  f0(Xi),  2i = Var (Yi(0) | Xi) .
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We consider estimating the sample average treatment e↵ect on the treated :
SATT = 1n1
P
i2T1(Yi(1)  Yi(0)) = Y T1(1)  Y T1(0),
where Y Tt(s) =
1
nt
P
i2Tt Y (s) is the average outcome of treatment s in the
t-treated sample. As Y T1(1) is observed, we consider estimators of the form
⌧ˆ = Y T1(1)  Yˆ T1(0)
for some choice of Yˆ T1(0). We will focus on weighting estimators Yˆ T1(0) =P
i2T0 WiYi given weights W 2 RT0 . Moreover, we restrict to honest weights
that only depend on the observed X1:n, T1:n and not on observed outcome
data, that is, W =W (X1:n, T1:n). The resulting estimator has the form
(2.1) ⌧ˆW =
1
n1
P
i2T1 Yi  
P
i2T0 WiYi.
An alternative weighting estimator, which we call the augmented weighting
(AW) estimator, can be derived as a generalization of the doubly-robust
augmented inverse propensity weighting (AIPW) estimator [10, 17, 18]:
(2.2) ⌧ˆW,fˆ0 =
1
n1
P
i2T1(Yi   fˆ0(Xi)) 
P
i2T0 Wi(Yi   fˆ0(Xi)),
where fˆ0(x) is a regression estimator for f0(x). The standard AIPW for
SATT would be given byWpˆ,i =
pˆ(Xi)
n1(1 pˆ(Xi)) where pˆ(x) is a binary regression
estimator for P (T = 1 | X = x).
Given a data set, we measure the risk of a weighting estimator as its
conditional mean squared error (CMSE), conditioned on all the observed
data upon which the weights depend as honest weights:
CMSE(⌧ˆ) = E
⇥
(⌧ˆ   SATT)2 | X1:n, T1:n
⇤
.
When choosing weights W , one may restrict to a certain space of allowable
weights W. Throughout, we consider only permutation symmetric sets, sat-
isfying PW = W for all permutation matrices P 2 RT0⇥T0 . For example,
Wgeneral = RT0 allows all weights; Wsimplex =  W   0 :Pi2T0 Wi = 1 re-
stricts to weights that give a probability measure, preserving the unit of
analysis and ensuring no extrapolation in estimating Y T1(0); Wb-simplex =
Wsimplex \ [0, b]T0 further bounds how much weight we can put on a single
unit; Wn00-multisubset = Wsimplex \ {0, 1/n00, 2/n00, . . . }T0 limits us to integer-
multiple weights that exactly correspond to sub-sampling a multisubset of
the control units of cardinality n00;Wn
0
0-subset =Wsimplex\{0, 1/n00}T0 corre-
sponds to sub-sampling a usual subset of cardinality n00; and Wmultisubsets =
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[n0
n00=1
Wn00-multisubset and Wsubsets = [n0
n00=1
Wn00-subset correspond to sub-
sampling any multisubset or subset, respectively. We have the inclusions:
(2.3) Wsubsets ✓Wmultisubsets ✓Wsimplex ✓Wgeneral.
A standing assumption in this paper is that of weak mean-ignorability, a
weaker form of ignorability [9].
Assumption 1. For each t = 0, 1, conditioned on X, Y (t) is mean-
independent of T , that is, E [Y (t) | T,X] = E [Y (t) | X] .
A second assumption, which we will discuss relaxing in the context of
partial identification, is overlap.
Assumption 2. P (T = 0 | X) is bounded away from 0.
2.2. Decomposing the Conditional Mean Squared Error. In this section
we decompose the CMSE of estimators of the form in eq. (2.1) into a bias
term and a variance term. Let us define
B(W ; f) = 1n1
P
i2T1 f(Xi) 
P
i2T0 Wif(Xi)
V 2(W ; 21:n) =
P
i2T0 W
2
i  
2
i +
1
n21
P
i2T1  
2
i
E2(W ; f0, 
2
1:n) = B
2(W ; f0) + V
2(W ; 21:n)
Theorem 1. Under Asn. 1,3
E [⌧ˆW   SATT | X1:n, T1:n] = B(W ; f0), CMSE(⌧ˆW ) = E2(W ; f0, 21:n).
The above provides a decomposition of the risk of ⌧ˆW into a (conditional)
bias term and a (conditional) variance term, which must be balanced to
minimize overall risk. The first term, B(W ; f0), is exactly the conditional
bias of ⌧ˆW . We refer to V
2(W ; f0) as the variance term of the error.
4 More
generally, if the units are not independent, the proof makes clear that Thm. 1
holds with the variance term (W, en1/n1)
T⌃(W, en1/n1) where en1 is the
vector of all ones of length n1 and ⌃ is the conditional covariance matrix.
An analogous result holds for the AW estimator when fˆ0 is fitted to an
independent sample. (Cross-fold fitting is discussed briefly in Sec. 3.6.)
3Note the use of f0 as the true conditional expectation function of Y (0) and f as a
generic function-valued variable in the space of all functions X ! R.
4The conditional variance of ⌧ˆW actually di↵ers from V
2(W ; 21:n) by exactly
1
n21
P
i2T1 (Var (Yi(1) | Xi) Var (Yi(0) | Xi)), which accounts for the conditional variance
of SATT and its covariance with ⌧ˆW . Note this di↵erence is constant in W and so it does
not matter whether the estimand we consider is SATT or CSATT = E [SATT | X1:n, T1:n].
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Corollary 2. Under Asn. 1, if fˆ0 ? Y1:n | X1:n, T1:n then
E [⌧ˆW,f0   SATT | X1:n, T1:n] = B(W ; f0   fˆ0),
CMSE(⌧ˆW,f0) = E
2(W ; f0   fˆ0, 21:n)
2.3. Re-interpreting Optimal Matching. In this section, we provide an in-
terpretation of optimal matching as minimizing worst-case CMSE. We con-
sider two forms of optimal matching: nearest neighbor matching (NNM) and
optimal one-to-one matching (1:1M). In both, each treated unit is matched
to one control unit to minimize the sum of distances between matches as
measured by a given extended pseudo-metric  (Xi, Xj).
5 NNM allows for
replacement of control units whereas 1:1M does not. In the end, the weight
Wi assigned to a control unit i 2 T0 is equal to 1/n1 times the number
of times it has been matched. So, under 1:1M, Wi is capped at 1/n1 and
the result is equivalent to constructing a subset of cardinality n1, where all
n0   n1 unmatched control units have been pruned away. Under NNM, the
result is equivalent to a multi -subset of the control sample of cardinality n1.
Next, consider an alternative perspective. We seek weightsW that depend
only on data X1:n, T1:n and that minimize the resulting CMSE. The CMSE
depends on unknowns: f0 and  
2
1:n. In order to get a handle on the CMSE,
we make assumptions about these unknowns. First, we assume that Xi is
completely predictive of Yi(0) so that  
2
i = 0. Second, we assume that f0 is
a Lipschitz continuous function with respect to  . That is,
9    0 : kf0kLip( )    where kfkLip( ) := supx 6=x0 f(x) f(x
0)
 (x,x0)   .
Assuming nothing else, we may seek W to minimize the worst-case CMSE.
If we limit ourselves to simplex weights W = Wsimplex, the next theorem
shows that this is precisely equivalent to optimal matching.
Theorem 3. Fix a pseudo-metric   : X⇥X ! R+. Then, for any   > 0,
NNM and 1:1M are equivalent to
(2.4) W 2 argminW2W supkfkLip( ) 
 
E2(W ; f,0) = B2(W ; f)
 
,
where W =Wsimplex for NNM and W =W1/n1-simplex for 1:1M.
Therefore, optimal matching is indeed optimal in a minimax CMSE sense,
given the assumptions and restrictions made. That is, the above theorem
5Compared to a metric, an extended pseudo-metric may also assign zero or infinity
distance to distinct elements. Any proper metric is also an extended pseudo-metric.
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Fig 1: The Balance-Variance Trade-o↵ in Optimal Matching
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relates optimal matching – an a priori choice of re-weighting based on data
X1:n, T1:n – to the a posteriori error of estimating a causal treatment e↵ect
and says that this choice minimizes the worst-case error over all  -Lipschitz
functions. Surprisingly, we need not restrict to selecting each control unit
an integer multiple number of times – optimal matching, which results in a
subset or multisubset of the control sample, minimizes this error among all
continuous weights in the (bounded) simplex.
It is well-known that optimal matching can be formulated as a linear op-
timization problem, specifically a minimum-cost network flow problem [2].
Indeed, optimal matching minimizes the Wasserstein metric (also known as
the earth mover’s distance) between the matched subsamples. The Wasser-
stein metric is an example of integral probability metrics (IPM) [19], which
are distance metrics between measures that take the form
dF (µ, ⌫) = supf2F
R
fd(µ  ⌫),
given some class F . The above reinterpretation arises from linear optimiza-
tion duality and is closely related to the Rubinstein-Kantorovich theorem
that establishes the dual forms of the Wasserstein metric [20].
This reinterpretation of optimal matching involved three critical choices:
a restriction on the conditional expectation f0, a restriction on the space
weights W, and a restriction on the magnitude of residual variance  21:n.
In this paper, we consider di↵erent such choices that lead to methods that
generalize optimal matching.
3. Generalizing Optimal Matching. In this section we consider gen-
eralizing the restrictions and assumptions that made optimal matching equiv-
alent to minimizing worst-case error. Doing so recovers other common match-
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ing methods and other causal estimation methods, as well as give rise to new
matching methods such as KOM.
3.1. Generalizing Balance. Balance between the control and treatment
samples can be understood as the extent to which they are comparable. In
estimating SATT, we want the samples to be comparable on their values of
f0 so that the bias due to the systematic di↵erences between the samples is
minimal. When we re-weight the control sample byW , the absolute discrep-
ancy in values of f0 is precisely |B(W ; f0)|. As seen in the preceding section,
by minimizing this quantity over all possible realizations of Lipschitz func-
tions, optimal matching is seeking the best possible balance over this class
of functions. We now generalize this functional restriction, leading to more
general balance metrics called bias-dual-norm balance metrics [21].
Since the bias depends on f0 but we do not know f0, we consider guarding
against any reasonable realization of f0. Bias is linear in f0, i.e., B(W ;↵f +
↵0f 0) = ↵B(W ; f) + ↵0B(W ; f 0). So, we must limit the “size” of f0. In
particular, we consider the bias relative to some extended magnitude kfk 2
[0,1] of f0 that is absolutely homogeneous, i.e., k↵fk = |↵| kfk (where
|↵|1 = 1), and satisfies the triangle inequality (where 1  1). This
allows us to generalize the notion of balance for optimal matching. Letting
0/0 = 0, we redefine imbalance more generally as
B(W ; k · k) = supf :X!RB(W ; f)/kfk = supkfk1B(W ; f),
where the last equality is due to the homogeneity of B(W ; ·) and k · k. This
too is in fact an IPM between the treated sample and re-weighted control
sample. It is not clear, however, whether it is well-defined.
To ensure that it is well-defined, we restrict our attention only to cer-
tain magnitude functions. We require that B(W ; ·) is bounded with re-
spect to k · k, i.e., 8W 2 W 9MW > 0 : B(W ; f)  MW kfk.6 Then
{f : kfk <1} is a semi-normed7 vector space and B(W ; ·) is a well-defined,
continuous, linear operator on the Banach completion of the quotient space
{f : kfk <1} / {f : kfk = 0}, i.e., B(W ; ·) is in its dual space. (See [22, 23]
for Banach spaces.) In particular,B(W ; k·k) is precisely the dual norm of the
bias as an operator on conditional expectation functions, which is necessarily
finite and well-defined for any W 2W:
B(W ; k · k) = kB(W ; · )k⇤ <1.
6This is necessary: were B(W ; ·) not bounded for some W 2W then for any M > 0 we
would have some f with B(W ; f) > Mkfk so that indeed B(W ; k · k) =1 is not defined.
7Compared to a norm, a semi-norm may assign zero magnitude to non-zeros.
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Definition 1. Given W and k · k : [X ! R] ! [0,1] such that k · k
is absolutely homogeneous and satisfies the triangle inequality and 8W 2
W 9MW > 0 : |B(W ; f)| MW kfk,8 B(W ; k · k) is called a bias-dual-norm
(BDN) imbalance metric on W.
3.2. The Balance-Variance Trade-o↵. Even if the control and treatment
samples are made completely comparable, there is inherent error to the
estimation of outcomes in each sample. Just a few controls may provide
the best matches, and hence the least bias. But, if  2i are nonzero, then
averaging the outcome in these few units has higher variance than averaging
more units by, e.g., finding a few more but perhaps less good matches. In
one extreme, if  2i are zero, there is no added variance and we best use the
best matches (e.g., reuse controls with replacement). In the other extreme,
we conceive of  2i being so large, that we do not care about the bias due
to imbalance and we would prefer to do no matching on the samples so to
minimize variance (assuming homoskedasticity) and estimate SATT as the
simple mean di↵erence of the raw treated and control samples.
This trade o↵ between bias and variance is well understood in matching
[24, 25, 26, 13]. The most common approach to this trade o↵ in optimal
matching is to disallow replacement (1:1M instead of NNM) and to increase
the number of matches (1:kM instead of 1:1M). But given an explicit un-
derstanding of balance as bounding bias, these are only heuristic and need
not be on the e cient frontier of achievable balance and variance.
Per Thm. 3, NNM is given by optimizing only balance and ignoring vari-
ance. Some approaches like 1:1M seek to alleviate this by forcing a more
even distribution of weights. However, per Thm. 1, given an imbalance met-
ric, the best way to trade o↵ balance and variance for minimal error is by
directly regularizing imbalance by the sum of squared weights. This suggests
that the right way to trade o↵ balance and variance in optimal matching
is to consider eq. (2.4) with  21:n 6= 0. Plugging  2i =   2 for     0 into
eq. (2.4), we refer to the result as Balance-Variance E cient Nearest Neigh-
bor Matching (BVENNM). We will revisit BVENNM in Sec. 5 and develop
NNM++, which automatically selects   using cross-validation. For now, we
explore the balance-variance trade-o↵ in an example.
In general, moving beyond optimal matching toward GOM, Thm. 1 pro-
vides an explicit form of the total estimation risk in terms of these competing
objectives and suggests that the best choice lies somewhere in between focus-
8Note that this condition is relative to W. For example, for k · k = k · kLip( ), the
condition does hold for W = Wsimplex but does not hold for W = Wgeneral. So the balance
metric in optimal matching is not valid for general non-simplex weights.
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ing solely on balance or solely on variance, where balance can be understood
more broadly than sum of matched-pair distances.
Example 1. Let X ⇠ Unif[ 1, 1]2, P (T = 1 | X) = 0.95/(1+ 3p
2
kXk2).
Fix a draw of X1:n, T1:n with n = 200. We plot the resulting draw, which
has n0 = 130, n1 = 70, in Fig. 1a. For a range of   we compute the resulting
BVENNMweights using the Mahalanobis distance  (x, x0) = (x x0)⌃ˆ 10 (x 
x0) where ⌃ˆ0 is the sample covariance of X | T = 0. We plot the resulting
space of achievable balance and variance in Fig. 1b. In one extreme (  = 0)
we have NNM and in the other (  = 1) we have no matching. Since 1:1M
minimizes the same balance criterion (sum of pair distances), we can plot
the balance and variance it achieves on the same axes. As intended, 1:1M
achieves a trade o↵ between the two extremes, but it is not actually on the
e cient frontier since it does not trade these o↵ in the optimal way. Next,
let Y (0) | X ⇠ N (kXk22 eTX/2,
p
3). In Fig. 1c, varying  , we plot the
resulting CMSE of ⌧ˆW (solid) and ⌧ˆW,fˆ0 (dashed) for fˆ0 given by ordinary
least squares (OLS). Since OLS has in-sample residuals summing to zero,
⌧ˆW,fˆ0 for   =1 corresponds to simple OLS regression adjustment. We see
that tuning   correctly can amount to a significant improvement in CMSE.
3.3. Generalized Optimal Matching Methods. Optimal matching mini-
mized the worst-case squared error given certain restrictions on f0,  
2
1:n,
and W. Generalizing these restrictions, we can consider a whole range of
generalized optimal matching methods that minimize CMSE by trading o↵
variance to new, generalized notions of balance.
Definition 2. Given W, k · k satisfying the assumptions of Def. 1 and
  2 [0,1], the generalized optimal matching method GOM(W, k · k, ) is
given by the weights W that solve9
(3.1) minW2W
n
E2(W ; k · k, ) := B2(W ; k · k) +   kWk22
o
.
We let E2min(W, k · k, ) denote the value of this minimum.
More generally, if we have knowledge of heteroskedasticity or even if the
units are not independent, we would take the second term to be W T⇤W for
some positive semi-definite ⇤. In this paper, we focus only on ⇤ =  I for
the sake of simplicity. Our consistency results, nonetheless, will apply under
heteroskedasticity even when we use a single  .
9If   =1, then W minimizes the first term over the minimizers of the second term.
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Thm. 3 established that NNM is equivalent to GOM(Wsimplex, k·kLip( ), 0)
and 1:1M is equivalent to GOM(W1/n1-simplex, k · kLip( ), 0). BVENNM is
given by GOM(Wsimplex, k · kLip( ), ). Similarly, for any k · k, no matching
is given by GOM(W, k · k,1) for any W 3 (1/n0, . . . , 1/n0), examples of
which include Wsimplex, Wmultisubsets, and Wsubsets.
It follows by Thm. 1 that GOM leads to a bound on the CMSE. Define
k[f ]k = infg:B(W ;g)=0 8W2W kf + gk,
which acts on the quotient space that eliminates degrees of freedom that are
irrelevant to B(W ; f). For example, when W ✓ Wsimplex, this includes all
constant shifts. Note k[f ]k is always smaller than kfk.
Corollary 4. Suppose  2    2i and     k[f0]k. Let   =  2/ 2 and let
W be given by GOM(W, k · k, ). Then
CMSE(⌧ˆW )   2(E2min(W, k · k, ) +  /n1).
And, if fˆ0 ? Y1:n | X1:n, T1:n and     k[f0   fˆ0]k , then
CMSE(⌧ˆW,fˆ0)   2(E2min(W, k · k, ) +  /n1).
For subset-based matching, the balance-variance e cient frontier given
by varying   is given by solely-balance-optimizing fixed-sized subsets.
Theorem 5. Given k · k and   2 [0,1], there exists n( ) 2 {1, . . . , n0}
such that GOM(Wsubsets, k · k, ) is equivalent to GOM(Wn( )-subset, k · k, 0).
In particular, to compute GOM(Wsubsets, k · k, ) we may search over
GOM(Wn00-subset, k · k, 0) for n00 2 {1, . . . , n0} and pick the one that mini-
mizes E(W ; k · k, ). Note that the converse is not true: there may be some
cardinalities that are not on the e cient frontier of balance-variance e cient
subsets. An example of this will be seen in Ex. 6. We also have the following
relationship between optimal fixed-cardinality multisubsets and subsets:
Theorem 6. Given k · k,   2 [0,1] and n00 2 {1, . . . , n0}, the following
are equivalent: GOM(Wn00-mutlisubset, k · k,1), GOM(Wn00-subset, k · k, 0), and
GOM(Wn00-subset, k · k, ).
3.4. Tractability. GOM is given by an optimization problem, which begs
the question of when is it computationally tractable. We can first establish
that the objective is always convex.
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Theorem 7. Given any W, k · k satisfying the assumptions of Def. 1,
E2(W ; k · k, ) is convex in W .
This means that if W = Wsimplex then problem (3.1) is convex. Indeed,
we can show that we can solve it in polynomial time.
Theorem 8. Given an evaluation oracle for B(W ; k · k), we can solve
problem (3.1) for W = Wsimplex up to ✏ precision in time and oracle calls
polynomial in n, log(1/✏).
In all cases we consider, B(W ; k ·k) will be easy to evaluate. Moreover, in
all cases we consider withW =Wsimplex, we will in fact be able to formulate
problem (3.1) as a linearly-constrained convex-quadratic optimization prob-
lem, which are not only polynomially-time solvable but also easily solved in
practice using o↵-the-shelf solvers like Gurobi (www.gurobi.com), which we
use in all numerics in this paper to solve such problems in tens to hundreds
of milliseconds on a personal laptop computer. This includes the case of
kernel optimal matching, which we introduce in Sec. 4.
If W = Wn00-subset then, by Thm. 6, problem (3.1) is equivalent to a
convex-objective binary optimization problem:
(3.2) minU2{0,1}T0 :Pi2T0 Ui=n00B(U/n00; k · k).
Unlike simplex weights, this problem is not polynomial-time solvable.
If W = Wsubsets then Thm. 5 shows that problem (3.1) is equivalent to
searching over the solutions Un00 to problem (3.2) for n
0
0 2 {1, . . . , n0} and
picking the one with minimal B(Un00/n
0
0; k · k) +  /n00.
In all cases we consider in this paper with W = Wn00-subset or W =
Wsubsets, we will be able to formulate problem (3.1) as, respectively, a single
or a series of either binary quadratic or mixed-integer-linear optimization
problem(s). These problems, generally hard in the sense of being NP-hard,
can be solved for many practical sizes of n also by Gurobi. In fact, we solve
these problems too in our numerical examples.
3.5. Existing Matching Methods as GOM. A surprising fact is that many
matching methods commonly used in practice – not just NNM and 1:1M
– are also GOM. These include optimal-caliper matching (OCM), which
GOM with respect to an averaged Lipschitz norm; coarsened exact match-
ing (CEM) [5], which is GOM with respect to the L1 norm on piece-wise
linear functions; methods that use mean matching, near-fine balance, and
combinations thereof with pair matching [3, 27, 28, 29, 7] are also GOM with
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Table 1
Method
GOM with
Seek · k = W =
1:1M k · kLip( ) W1/n1-simplex Thm. 1
NNM k · kLip( ) Wsimplex Thm. 1, Sec. 5.1
Optimal caliper matching k · k@(µˆn, ) W1/n1-simplex Thm. 17, Sec. 5.2
Coarsened exact matching k · kL1(C) Wsimplex Thm. 18, Sec. 5.3
Mean-matching and fine k · k2 lin Wsubsets Thm. 19, Sec. 5.4balance [27, 28, 29]
Combined pair- and k · kLip( )  ⇢ k · k2 lin Wsubsets Thm. 19, Sec. 5.4mean-matching [7, 3]
Regression adjustment k · k2 lin Wgeneral Thms. 21, 22, Sec. 5.6
norms given by parametric spaces and their direct sum with Lipschitz spaces.
Like NNM and 1:1M, many of these are GOM with   = 0. By automati-
cally selecting   using hyperparameter estimation, we can develop extensions
of these methods, such as NNM++ and CEM++, that automatically and
optimally trade o↵ balance and variance and reduce overall estimation er-
ror. Finally, regression adjustment methods are also GOM, revealing a close
connection to matching but also a nuanced but important di↵erence in the
handling of extrapolation. For the sake of a more fluid presentation we defer
the full presentation of these results, which are summarized in Table 1, to
Sec. 5. Instead, we focus first on a new, unified analysis of GOM and the
development of KOM as a special class.
3.6. Consistency. In this section we characterize conditions for GOM to
lead to consistent estimation. The conditions include “correct specification”
by requiring that k[f0]k < 1. For a sequence of random variable Zn and
positive numbers an, we write Zn = op(an) to mean |Zn| /an converges to
0 in probability, i.e., 8✏ P (|Zn|   an✏) ! 0, and Zn = Op(an) to mean
that |Zn| /an is stochastically bounded, i.e., 8✏ 9M : P (|Zn| > Man) < ✏.
Clearly, if bn = o(an) then Zn = Op(bn) implies Zn = op(an).
We need the following technical condition on k · k for consistency. All
magnitudes k · k that we consider in this paper satisfy this condition.
Definition 3. k·k isB-convex if there isN 2 N, ⌘ < N such that for any
kg1k, . . . , kgNk  1 there is a choice of signs so that k±g1 ± · · · ± gNk  ⌘.
Theorem 9. Suppose Asns. 1 and 2 hold and that
(i) for each n, W is given by GOM(W, k · k, n),
(ii) W, k · k satisfy the conditions of Def. 1,
(iii)  n 2 [ , ] ⇢ (0,1),
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(iv) Wsubsets ✓W,
(v) k · k is B-convex,
(vi) E[supkfk1 (f(X1)  f(X2))2 | T1 = 1, T2 = 1] <1,
(vii) Var(Y (0) | X) is almost surely bounded, and
(viii) k[f0]k <1.
Then, ⌧ˆW   SATT = op(1).
Condition (iv) is satisfied for subset, mutlisubset, and simplex matching.
Condition (viii) requires correct specification of the outcome model. For ex-
ample, for near-fine balance, expected potential outcomes have to be additive
in the factors (i.e., linear). We will relax this in the case of KOM and prove
model-free consistency. The result can be extended to the AW estimator:
Theorem 10. Suppose all assumptions of Thm. 9 except (viii) hold,
that fˆ0 ? Y1:n | X1:n, T1:n, and that (E[(fˆ0(X)   f˜0(X))2])1/2 = O(1/
p
n)
for some fixed f˜0. Then the following three results hold:
(a) If f˜0 = f0: ⌧ˆW,fˆ0   SATT = op(1).
(b) If k[f˜0]k, k[f0]k <1: ⌧ˆW,fˆ0   SATT = op(1).
(c) If k[f0]k <1, k[fˆ0]k = Op(1): ⌧ˆW,fˆ0   SATT = op(1).
Note that the above requires fˆ0 to be fit on a separate sample to ensure
independence. In practice, we simply fit fˆ0 in-sample as in Exs. 1 and 2 and
in our investigation of performance on real data in Sec. 4.7.
The consistency results for both ⌧ˆW and ⌧ˆW,fˆ0 are stronger in the case of
KOM, which we discuss next.
4. Kernel Optimal Matching. In this section we develop kernel opti-
mal matching (KOM) methods, which are given by GOM using a reproduc-
ing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). Kernels are standard in machine learning
as ways to generalize the structure of learned conditional expectation func-
tions, like classifiers or regressors [30]. Kernels have many applications in
statistics, applied and theoretical [31, 32, 33, 34, 35].
A positive semidefinite (PSD) kernel on X is a function K : X ⇥ X ! R
such that for any m,x1, . . . , xm the Gram matrix Kij = K(xi, xj) is PSD,
i.e., K 2 Sm⇥m+ =
 
A 2 Rm⇥m : A = AT , vTAv   0 8v 2 Rm . An RKHS
on X is a Hilbert space of functions X ! R for which the maps F !
R : f 7! f(x) are continuous for any x. Continuity and the Riesz repre-
sentation theorem imply that for each x 2 X there is K(x, ·) 2 F such
that hK(x, ·), f(·)i = f(x) for every f 2 F . This K is always a PSD kernel
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Fig 2: Random functions drawn from a Gaussian process
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and reproduces F in that F = closure (span {K(x, ·) : x 2 X}). Symmet-
rically, by the Moore-Aronszajn theorem the span of any PSD kernel en-
dowed with hK(x, ·),K(x0, ·)i = K(x, x0) can be uniquely completed into an
RKHS, which we call the RKHS induced by K. PSD kernels also describe
the covariance of Gaussian processes: we say that f ⇠ GP(µ,K) if for any
m,x1, . . . , xm, (f(x1), . . . , f(xm)) are jointly normal and Ef(xi) = µ(xi),
Cov(f(xi), f(xj)) = K(xi, xj).
Popular examples of kernels on Rd are polynomial KP⌫ (x, x0) = (1+ x
T x0
⌫ )
⌫ ,
exponentialKE(x, x0) = exT x0 , GaussianKG(x, x0) = e  12kx x0k2 , and Mate´rn
KM⌫ (x, x0) = (
p
2⌫kx x0k)⌫
2⌫ 1 (⌫) BK⌫(
p
2⌫kx x0k) where BK⌫ is a modified Bessel
function of the second kind. For s = ⌫ + d/2 2 N0, the Mate´rn kernel
induces a norm that is equivalent to the Sobolev norm of order s given
by kfk2Hs =
P
↵2Nd0:k↵k1s
R
Rd(D
↵f)2 [36, Cor. 10.13]. More generally, any
di↵erential norm kfk2 =P↵2Nd0 ak↵k1 RRd(D↵f)2 with a0 > 0, ad(d+1)/2e > 0
also corresponds to an RKHS norm [14, Sec. 6.2.1]. We treat the case of
purely di↵erential regularization (a0 = 0) in Sec. 4.5. Fig. 2 displays random
draws (on the same realization path) of functions R! R from the Gaussian
processes with mean zero and the kernels above.
Generally, we either normalize covariate data before putting it in a kernel
so that the control sample has zero sample mean and identity covariance
(and choose a length-scale to rescale the norms in the Gaussian and Mate´rn
kernels) or we just fit a rescaling matrix to the data. Much more discussion
on this process is given in Sec. 4.6 and on connections to equal percent bias
reduction (EPBR) in Appendix A.
RKHS norms always satisfy the conditions of Def. 1 by definition. We call
the resulting GOM, kernel optimal matching (KOM).
Definition 4. Given a PSD kernel K on X , the kernel optimal match-
ing KOM(W,K, ) is given by GOM(W, k · k, ) where k · k is the RKHS
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norm induced by K. We also overload our notation: B(W ;K) = B(W ; k ·k),
E(W ;K, ) = E(W ; k · k, ).
Theorem 11. Let K be a PSD kernel and let Kij = K(Xi, Xj). Then,
KOM(W,K, ) is given by the optimization problem
(4.1) min
W2W
1
n21
eTn1KT1,T1en1   2n1 eTn1KT1T0W +W T (KT0T0 +  I)W.
Problem (4.1) has a convex-quadratic objective. WhenW =Wsimplex, the
problem is a linearly-constrained quadratic optimization problem, which is
polynomially time solvable and easily computed with o↵-the-shelf solvers.
For subset-based matching KOM(Wsubsets,K, ) is given by the following
convex-quadratic binary optimization problem for some n( ):
min
U2{0,1}T0 :Pi2T0Ui=n( )
1
n21
eTn1KT1,T1en1  2n1n( )eTn1KT1T0U+ 1n( )2UTKT0T0U.
Unless otherwise noted, when referring to KOM, we mean on the simplex.
In Cor. 4, we saw that GOM immediately leads to a bound on CMSE.
For the case of KOM, we can also interpret it as Bayesian e cient, exactly
minimizing the posterior CMSE of ⌧ˆW , rather than merely bounding it.
Theorem 12. Let K be a PSD kernel, c 2 R,  2, 2   0,   =  2/ 2.
Suppose our prior is that f0 ⇠ GP(c,  2K) and Yi(0) ⇠ N (f0(Xi), 2). Then
E[(⌧ˆW   SATT)2 | X1:n, T1:n] =  2(E(W ;K, ) +  /n1).
If instead our prior is f0 ⇠ GP(fˆ0,  2K)10 then
E[(⌧ˆ2
W,fˆ0
  SATT)2 | X1:n, T1:n] =  2(E(W ;K, ) +  /n1).
4.1. Automatic Selection of  . An important question that remains is
how to choose  . Using the Bayesian interpretation of KOM given by Thm. 12,
we treat the choice of   as hyperparameter estimation problem for the prior
and employ an empirical Bayes approach.
Given a kernel K, we postulate f0 ⇠ GP(c,  2K), Yi ⇠ N (f0(Xi), 2),
where we set c = Y T0 . Given this model, we can ask what is the likelihood
of the data for a given assignment to  2, 2. This is known as the marginal
likelihood as it marginalizes over the actual regression function f0 rather
than asking what is the likelihood under a particular choice thereof (as in
10For example, the posterior of a Gaussian process after observing one fold of the data.
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Fig 3: The Balance-Variance Trade-o↵ in KOM
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MLE). It is straightforward to show that the negative log marginal likelihood
of the control data given the prior parameters  2,  2 is
`( 2, 2) =   logP  YT0 | XT0 ,  2, 2 
= 12(YT0   Y T0)T ( 2K +  2I) 1(YT0   Y T0) + 12 log | 2K +  2I|+ n0 log(2⇡)2 ,
where K is the Gram matrix on T0. Choosing  ˆ2,  ˆ2 to minimize this quan-
tity, we let  ˆ =  ˆ2/ ˆ2. We give the name KOM++ to KOM with   =  ˆ.
In a strict sense, KOM++ does not produce “honest” weights because  ˆ
depends on YT0 . However, as we only extract a single parameter  ˆ, we guard
against data mining, as seen by the resulting low CMSE in the next example
and in our investigation of its performance on real data in Sec. 4.7.
Example 2. Let us revisit Ex. 1 to study KOM. We consider KOM with
the Gaussian, quadratic, exponential, Mate´rn ⌫ = 3/2, and Mate´rn ⌫ = 5/2
kernels. We plot the resulting balance-variance landscape in Fig. 3a. Note
that the horizontal axis is di↵erent across the curves and so the curves are
not immediately comparable. We plot the resulting CMSE in Fig. 3b. In both
figures, we point out the result of KOM++, which chooses   by marginal
likelihood and which appears to perform well across all kernels. We include
SKOM with the second-order Beppo-Levi kernel KBL2 as detailed in Sec. 4.5.
4.2. Consistency. We now characterize conditions for KOM to lead to
consistent estimation. Under correct specification, we can guarantee e cientp
n-consistency. Under incorrect specification but with a C0-universal ker-
nel, we can still ensure consistency. A C0-universal kernel, defined below, is
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one that can arbitrarily approximate compactly-supported continuous func-
tions in L1. The Gaussian and Mate´rn kernels are C0-universal and the
exponential kernel is C0-universal on compact spaces [37].
Definition 5. A PSD kernel K on a Hausdor↵ X 11 is C0-universal if, for
any continuous function g : X ! R with compact support (i.e., for some C
compact, {x : g(x) 6= 0} ✓ C) and ⌘ > 0, there exists m,↵1, x1, . . . ,↵m, xm
such that supx2X |
Pm
j=1 ↵iK(xj , x)  g(x)|  ⌘.
Theorem 13. Suppose Asns. 1 and 2 hold and that
(i) for each n, W is given by KOM(W,K, n),
(ii)  n 2 [ , ] ⇢ (0,1),
(iii) Wsubsets ✓W,
(iv) E[K(X,X) | T = 1] <1, and
(v) Var(Y (0) | X) is almost surely bounded.
Then the following two results hold:
(a) If k[f0]k <1: ⌧ˆW   SATT = Op(n 1/2).
(b) If K is C0-universal: ⌧ˆW   SATT = op(1).
As before, condition (iii) is satisfied for subset, mutlisubset, and sim-
plex matching. Condition (iv) is trivially satisfied for any bounded kernel
(K(x, x)  M), such as the Gaussian and Mate´rn kernels. Condition (v)
is generally weak and, in particular, is satisfied under homoskedasticity.
Case (a) is the case of a well-specified model, even if K induces an infinite-
dimensional RKHS (all C0-universal kernels do). For example, while the ex-
ponential kernel is infinite dimensional and C0-universal on compact spaces,
polynomial functions (e.g., linear) have finite norm in its induced RKHS.
Moreover, under the common semiparameteric specification where f0 is as-
sumed to be Sobolev (e.g., be square-integrable so that Var(Y (0)) <1 and
have square-integrable derivatives of degrees up to d(d+ 1)/2e), it is well-
specified by the Mate´rn kernel. Case (b) is the case of a misspecified model,
wherein a C0-universal kernel still guarantees model-free consistency.
The results can be extended to the AW estimator, which we term the
augmented kernel weighted (AKW) estimator when combined with KOM.
Theorem 14. Suppose the conditions of Thm. 13 hold and that fˆ0 ?
Y1:n | X1:n, T1:n. Then the following five results hold:
11Euclidean space Rd, for example, is Hausdor↵.
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(a) If k[fˆ0   f0]k = op(1):
⌧ˆW,fˆ0   SATT = 1n1
P
i2T1 ✏i  
P
i2T0 Wi✏i + op(n
 1/2).
(b) If k[f0]k <1, k[fˆ0]k = Op(1): ⌧ˆW,fˆ0   SATT = Op(n 1/2).
If (E[(fˆ0(X)  f˜0(X))2])1/2 = O(r(n)) for r(n) = o(1) and
(c) If f˜0 = f0: ⌧ˆW,fˆ0   SATT = Op(r(n) + n 1/2).
(d) If K is C0-universal: ⌧ˆW,fˆ0   SATT = op(1).
(e) If k[f˜0]k, k[f0]k <1: ⌧ˆW,fˆ0   SATT = Op(r(n) + n 1/2).
Case (c) says that fˆ0 is weakly L2-consistent with rate r(n). The condition
holds with a parametric r(n) = n 1/2, for example, if f0 is linear and fˆ0 is
given by OLS on XT0 , YT0 . Cases (d), (e), and (b) say that when fˆ0 may
be inconsistent, kernel weights can correct for the error, with the situation
varying on whether the regression estimator is itself in the RKHS. Thus, one
useful case is when fˆ0 is given by a parametric regression and we use KOM
with a C0-universal kernel: then we get a parametric rate when the model
is correct but do not sacrifice consistency when it is not. Case (a) shows
that if fˆ0 is consistent in the RKHS norm then we are only left with the
e cient irreducible error that involves only the residuals ✏i, which of course
X cannot control for. Example of such cases include when fˆ0 is given by a
well-specified kernel ridge regression and we use KOM with the same kernel
or when its given by any nonparametric regression and its derivatives up to
d(d+1)/2e are weakly consistent and we use KOM with the Mate´rn kernel.
For the case where fˆ0 is given by kernel ridge regression and W by KOM
with Wgeneral (see Sec. 5.6) and both use the same kernel and  , we get a
closed form for AKW:
1
n1
eTn1(YT1  KT1T0(KT0T0 +  I) 1(KT0T0 + 2 I)(KT0T0 +  I) 1YT0).
This estimator essentially debiases the kernel ridge regression adjustment
– bias which is unavoidable in nonparametric kernel ridge regression (e.g.,
universal kernel). In the parametric case (rank of KT0T0 is bounded), we can
set   = 0 and recover plain OLS adjustment as it is already unbiased.
In a related alternative usage of AW estimators, [38] recently showed
that in a setting with a correctly specified but high-dimensional parametric
(linear) model, e cient estimation is possible using ⌧ˆW,fˆ0 with fˆ0 given by
LASSO [39] and W given by the equivalent of GOM(Wsimplex, k · k1-lin, ).
4.3. Kernel Matching to Reduce Model Dependence. A popular use of
matching, as implemented in the popular R package MatchIt, is as pre-
processing before regression analysis, in which case matching is commonly
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understood to reduce model dependence [4]. Similar in spirit to double ro-
bustness in the face of potential model misspecification, this is understood
commonly and in [4] as pruning unmatched control subjects before a lin-
ear regression-based treatment e↵ect estimation. More generally, however,
we can consider any nonnegative weights W , whether subset or simplex
weights. This leads to the following weighted least squares estimator:
⌧ˆWLS(W ) = argmin⌧2Rmin↵2R, 1, 22Rd
Pn
i=1(Ti/n1 + (1  Ti)Wi)
⇥ (Yi   ↵  ⌧Ti    T1 Xi    T2 (Xi  XT1)Ti)2
WhenW is given by KOM, we can show that this procedure indeed achieves
the desired robustness: consistency without model dependence and paramet-
ric rates when the model is correctly specified.
Theorem 15. Suppose the conditions of Thm. 13 hold and that K is
C0-universal, X bounded, and E[XXT | T = 1] non-singular. Then,
(a) Regardless of f0: ⌧ˆWLS(W )   SATT = op(1).
(b) If 9↵0, 0 s.t. f0(x) = ↵0 +  T0 x: ⌧ˆWLS(W )   SATT = Op(n 1/2).
4.4. Inference and Partial Identification. In order to conduct inference
on the value of SATT using KOM, it is important to develop appropri-
ate standard errors or other confidence intervals for ⌧ˆW . There are several
options for estimating standard errors. One general-purpose option is the
bootstrap. In applying the bootstrap to KOM, we re-optimize the weights
for each bootstrap sample and record the resulting estimator to produce
the bootstrap distribution (rather than, say, using a weighting function pre-
computed at the onset on the complete dataset). Quantile, studentized, and
BCA bootstrap intervals are possible choices [40]. Another general-purpose
option is to use the estimate ⌧ˆWLS(W ) and employ the corresponding robust
sandwich (Huber-White) standard errors.
However, more specialized procedures are possible. One particularly ap-
pealing nature of matching is the transparent structure of the data [41,
Ch. 6]: it preserves the unit of analysis since the result, like the raw control
sample, is still a valid distribution over the control units, whether it is a
subset, a multisubset with duplicates, or any redistribution that is nonneg-
ative and sums to one. This is preserved in KOM and enables the use of
similar inferential methods as used in standard matching that interpret the
data as a weighted sample.12 In particular, since the weighted estimator ⌧ˆW
12KOM, however, does not preserve the property of producing finitely-many coarsened
strata of units as in such methods as full matching.
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Fig 4: Inference with KOM++
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for SATT exactly matches the criteria presented in [15, §19.8], one approach
to compute standard errors is to use the within-treatment-group matching
techniques developed in [42, 43, 11] to estimate residual variances. In the
specific case of KOM++, one can also use the marginal likelihood estimate
of the residual variance to produce a standard error based on Thm. 1.13 The
next example explores how to use these methods to produce confidence in-
tervals for KOM. Then, we will see how the interpretable nature of KOM can
also allow us to account for unavoidable imbalances that lead to deceptive
point estimates and instead produce more honest interval estimates.
Example 3. We revisit Ex. 2 to look at (finite-sample) inference on
SATT using KOM++ based on each of the confidence intervals above. We
consider the situation of a constant e↵ect Y (1)   Y (0) = ⌧ and plot the
desired significance ↵ against the di↵erence of the actual coverage and 1 ↵
in Fig. 4 for two examples: quadratic and Mate´rn. Coverage is computed
keeping X1:n, T1:n fixed. A conservative confidence interval corresponds to
a point above the horizontal axis. For the method of [15, §19.6], we use a
single match. Given an estimate ⌧ˆ , standard error estimate sˆ, and desired
significance ↵, we construct the confidence region ⌧ˆ±  1(1 ↵/2)sˆ. For the
bootstrap, we construct the confidence interval as the interval between the
↵/2 and 1 ↵/2 quantiles of the bootstrap distribution over 1000 re-samples.
All above confidence interval methods discard the conditional bias term
in the error of ⌧ˆW . To quote [15], “with a su ciently flexible estimator, this
term will generally be small,” meaning asymptotically insignificant com-
pared to standard error. Indeed, in the above example, bias is small and
13Marginal likelihood can also be used to estimate heteroskedastic noise [44].
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estimated standard errors alone achieve approximately valid confidence in-
tervals. However, in settings where overlap is limited, the bias may be in
fact be significant. In the extreme case of no overlap (Asn. 2 does not hold),
causal e↵ects may be unidentifiable and bias may be unavoidable. In settings
of low overlap, standard inverse propensity weighting approaches lead to very
large weights and high variance and, in the extreme case of no overlap, they
lead to infinite weights and provide no insights into average causal e↵ects
(unless we change the target of estimation as in [45]). Similarly, matching
methods will fail to find good matches and a significant bias will remain.
KOM opens the door to the possibility of partial identification of causal
e↵ects in the absence of overlap by bounding or approximately bounding
the bias. With KOM, we can obtain an explicit bound on the bias: it is
bounded by k[f0]kB(W ;K). We may have an a priori bound on k[f0]k   ˆ.
For example, using the Beppo-Levi kernel presented in the next section, this
can take the form of an a priori bound on the roughness of f0. Alternatively,
in the case of KOM++, we may take a data-driven approach and rely on the
marginal likelihood estimate  ˆ of k[f0]k. That is, in the absence of overlap,
we assume we can still judge the complexity of f0 on the treated population
of X – instead of the actual values – by observing its values with noise on
the control population of X. In either case, assuming that k[f0]k < 1, we
can obtain an interval estimate of the treatment e↵ect:
(4.2) TˆW = [⌧ˆW    ˆB(W ;K), ⌧ˆW +  ˆB(W ;K)].
This interval accounts for the possible bias precisely in terms of the covari-
ate imbalances left in the reweighted samples and in the extent to which f0
could, in the worst case, depend on these imbalances and induce the worst
bias. If this characterization of f0 is valid (i.e., k[f0]k   ˆ) then this in-
terval contains SATT, as a trivial consequence of Thm. 1. To the interval
estimate in eq. (4.2), we can further add standard errors to produce a robust
confidence interval that provides coverage even in cases of limited overlap.
That KOM preserves the unit of analysis is critical. Using negative weights
that do not necessarily sum to one, one can always make perfectly zero any
imbalance metric, including that used by KOM – the result is essentially
equivalent to regression (see Sec. 5.6). This, however, requires extreme ex-
trapolation and the sense in which this is a “perfect match” is highly decep-
tive: in the absence of overlap and parametric specification, identification is
simply impossible. The result of using such weights would be largely mean-
ingless. Instead, KOM avoids extrapolation by preserving the unit of analysis
and restricts only to a valid distribution over the controls (potentially, if so
restricted, to a proper subset of the control sample). The imbalances between
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Fig 5: Partial Identification with KOM++
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this distribution of controls and the empirical distribution of treated units
are transparent and easily red o↵ from the result of the KOM optimization
problem. This enables us to construct an honest and robust interval for the
e↵ect, without extrapolating beyond what we actually observe.
Example 4. We repeat Ex. 3 but change the distribution of covariates to
eliminate overlap completely. Instead of drawing T as given by P (T = 1 | X)
in Ex. 1, we fix Ti = 1 whenever this given propensity function is greater
than 0.4 and otherwise Ti = 0. This yields the draw in Fig. 5c, which has
n0 = 133, n1 = 67. We repeat Ex. 3 either as before (solid lines) or by
instead adding the confidence terms to the endpoints of the interval estimate
in eq. (4.2) using the  ˆ estimate from the application of KOM++ (dashed
lines) and plot the coverage in Figs. 5a and 5b. In Fig. 5d, we compare the
point estimate given by 1:1M (red dot) for SATT (dashed line) to the interval
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estimate given by KOM++ (pink intervals), both surrounded by a confidence
interval given by the standard error of [15, §19.6]. The CMSE (above plot)
of the KOM++ point estimates is not a substantial improvement over 1:1M
– little can be done in the face of such an extreme lack of overlap – but the
robust confidence intervals that arise from accounting for the bias help in
achieving correct coverage (above plot) in the face of lack of overlap.
4.5. Semi-Kernel Optimal Matching. We next extend KOM to the semi-
parametric case with unconstrained parametric part, where we combine both
a parametric exact matching criterion such as exact matching of means with
a non-parametric criterion such as that of KOM. A notable example will in-
clude matching against all functions with square-integrable Hessians, as in
smoothing splines [46, Sec. 5.7]. First, we define conditionally PSD kernels.
For a class of functions G ✓ [X ! R], a G-conditionally PSD ker-
nel on X ⇢ Rd is a symmetric function K : X ⇥ X ! R that satis-
fies
Pm
i=1 vivjK(xi, xj)   0 for every m,x1, . . . , xm, v1, . . . , vm satisfyingPn
i=1 vig(xi) = 0 for all g 2 G. For example, {0}-conditionally PSD ker-
nels are just the PSD kernels. Given a G-conditionally PSD kernel K, we
can define a corresponding magnitude:
(4.3) kfk2 = inf
8<:
1X
i,j=1
↵i↵jK(xi, xj) :
f = g +
P1
i=1 ↵iK(xi, ·),
g 2 G,P1i=1 ↵2iK(xi, xi) <1,P1
i=1 ↵ig
0(xi) = 0 8g0 2 G
9=; .
If K is G-conditionally PSD, then we refer to GOM(W, k · k, ) with k · k as
in eq. (4.3) as SKOM(W,K, ), abbreviating SKOM for semi-kernel optimal
matching and treating G as implicit in K.
An important example is smooth functions on Rd. Let G be all polynomi-
als of degree at most ⌫   1: Gpoly⌫ = span{x↵ : ↵ 2 Nd0, k↵k1  ⌫   1}. Then,
For ⌫ > d/2, the Beppo-Levi kernel KBL⌫ (x, x0) = ⌫(kx   x0k2) is Gpoly⌫ -
conditionally PSD, where ⌫(0) = 0 and ⌫(u) = ( 1)⌫+(d 2)/2u2⌫ d log(u)
for d even and d,⌫(u) = u
2⌫ d for d odd. The Beppo-Levi kernel’s corre-
sponding magnitude in eq. (4.3) is equivalent to the square-integral of the
⌫th derivatives [36, Prop. 10.39]: kfk2BL =
P
↵2Nd0,k↵k1=⌫
 
⌫
↵
  R
Rd(D
↵f)2.
Two important cases are cubic and thin-plate splines. In d = 1, the cu-
bic spline kernel KBL2 (x, x0) = |x  x0|3 is conditionally PSD with respect
to all linear functions Glin = Gpoly2 . In d = 2, the thin-plate spline kernel
KBL2 (x, x0) = kx x0k2 log(kx x0k) is also Glin-conditionally PSD. In either
case, the corresponding magnitude in eq. (4.3) is equivalent to the roughness
of f , or square integral of the Hessian:
kfk2Roughness =
R
Rd kr2fk2Frobenius.
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Thus, SKOM(W,KBL2 , ) seeks weights to balance all smooth functions. In
particular, as the linear part of f is completely unconstrained since linear
functions have zero Hessian, it will, if possible, exactly balance all linear
functions, i.e., it will exactly match the sample means.
Like KOM, SKOM admits a solution as a convex-quadratic-objective op-
timization problem.
Theorem 16. Let G = span{g1, . . . , gm}, let K be a G-conditionally
PSD kernel, let Kij = K(Xi, Xj), let Gij = gi(Xj), and let N 2 Rn⇥k have
columns forming a basis for the null space of G. Then SKOM(W,K, ) is
given by W = NT0U with U given by the optimization problem
(4.4)
min UTNT (K +  IT0)NU
s.t. U 2 Rk, NT0U 2W, NT1U =  en1/n1
where (IT0)ij = I[i = j 2 T0]. Moreover, NTKN is a PSD matrix so that
the quadratic objective is necessarily convex.
Note that in the case of W = Wsimplex, if a constant function is in G
as in the case of smooth functions, then the constraint
Pn
i=1Wi = 1 is
redundant in problem (4.4) as it is already enforced by the other constraints.
In particular, the constraints necessarily imply B(W ; g) = 0 for all g 2 G.
This also means that, in the case of SKOM over smooth functions with
W = Wsimplex, there may exist no solution at all to the SKOM unless the
treated sample mean XT1 =
1
n1
P
i2T1 Xi is in the convex hull of the control
sample conv{Xi : i 2 T0}. If it is, then SKOM will seek the weights that
simultaneously match the means exactly without extrapolation and balance
all smooth functions. If it is not, a solution will nonetheless exist if we instead
use W =Wgeneral (e↵ectively fit a spline), but this allows extrapolation and
is inadvisable. More appropriately, in the case where exactly matching means
without extrapolation is not feasible, one should instead seek to achieve ap-
proximate matching without extrapolation by simply using standard KOM
(which penalizes linear terms in f0). First-order discrepancies can be em-
phasized by putting higher weight on linear functions by, e.g., using a direct
sum of a universal RKHS with an appropriately weighted linear RKHS.
4.6. Automatic Selection of K. We can go further than just selecting
  in a data-driven manner for KOM and also use marginal likelihood to
choose K. Consider a parametrized family of kernels K = {K✓(x, x0) : ✓ 2 ⇥}.
The most common example is parameterizing the length-scale of the Gaus-
sian kernel:
 K✓(x, x0) = KG(x/✓, y/✓) : ✓ > 0 . But we can easily conceive
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Table 2
⌧ˆW ⌧ˆW,fˆ0
⌧ˆWLS(W )
KOM++ ARD KP2 0.028481 0.028698 0.028685
KOM++ ARD KM3/2 0.028886 0.029165 0.029182
KOM++ ARD KM5/2 0.028983 0.029279 0.029323
KOM++ ARD KG 0.029033 0.029288 0.029316
KOM++ ARD KE 0.029072 0.029188 0.029128
KOM++ KG 0.029783 0.029834 0.029856
KOM++ KM5/2 0.029895 0.029935 0.029956
KOM++ KM3/2 0.029944 0.029980 0.030001
KOM++ KP2 0.030391 0.030471 0.030543
Inv Prop Weights 0.033168 0.033146 0.033126
No matching 0.034188 0.032925 0.032925
CEM++ 0.039811 0.039611 0.039533
CEM 0.040418 0.040228 0.040073
NNM++ 0.042890 0.043184 0.043511
NNM 0.047071 0.047399 0.047695
PSM 0.053359 0.052221 0.052415
of more complex structures such as fitting a rescaling matrix for any ker-
nel:
 K✓(x, x0) = K(✓x, ✓y) : ✓ 2 ⇥ ✓ Rd⇥d , where ⇥ can be restricted to
diagonal matrices in order to rescale each covariate (known as automatic
relevance detection, ARD), can be unrestricted to fit a full covariance struc-
ture, or can be restricted to matrices with only d0 < d rows in order to find
a projection onto a lower dimensional space, which can help make the sub-
sequent matching more e cient. Additionally, we can consider mixtures of
kernels, {✓K1 + (1  ✓)K2 : ✓ 2 [0, 1],K1 2 K1,K2 2 K2}, and more complex
structures like the spectral mixture kernel [47].
It is easy to see that given any such parameterized kernel K✓, the negative
log marginal likelihood is simply given by the parametrized Gram matrix:
`(✓,  2, 2) = 12(YT0   Y T0)T ( 2K✓ +  2I) 1(YT0   Y T0)
+ 12 log | 2K✓ +  2I|+ n0 log(2⇡)2 ,
where K✓,i,j = K✓(Xi, Xj) for i, j 2 T0. As before, we can optimize this over
✓,  2, 2 jointly to select both K and   for KOM.
Note that if it is the case that for any ✓ 2 ⇥ and unitary matrix U we have
K✓(Ux,Ux0) = K✓0(x, x0) for some ✓0 2 ⇥, then KOM after marginal likeli-
hood is a nely invariant. For example, this is the case when we parametrize
either an unrestricted low-dimensional projection or full covariance matrix
for the kernel. This means that it is not necessary to preprocess the data to
make the sample covariance identity by studentization.
Example 5. We revise the setup of Ex. 1 with higher dimensions and
data size: we let n = 500, X ⇠ Unif[ 1, 1]5, P (T = 1 | X) = 0.95/(1 +
3p
5
kXk2), and Y (0) | X ⇠ N (X21 + X22 X1/2 X2/2,
p
3), so that there
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Fig 6: E↵ect Estimation for the Infant Health and Development Program
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are three redundant covariates. We consider all estimators in the preceding
examples alone with KOM++ with ARD and propensity weights (including
AIPW) and propensity score (1:1) matching (PSM) with propensities esti-
mated by logistic regression. For CEM, we coarsen into the greatest number
of levels per covariate while maintaining at least one control unit in each
stratum with a treated unit. For each method, we interpret the result as a
set of weights and consider either the simple weighting estimator ⌧ˆW , the
AW estimator ⌧ˆW,fˆ0 with fˆ0 given by OLS, and the weighted least squares
estimator ⌧ˆWLS(W ). We run 500 replications and tabulate the marginal mean
squared error (MSE) for estimating SATT in Tab. 2.
4.7. Infant Health and Development Program. We next consider evalu-
ating the practical usefulness of KOM++ by studying data from the Infant
Health and Development Program (IHDP). IHDP was a randomized exper-
iment intended to measure the e↵ect of a program consisting of child care
and home visits from a trained provider on early child development [48], as
measured through cognitive test scores.
To make an observational study from this data, we follow the construction
of [49], where the subject of study is a child. We make one modification
to further exacerbate overlap. Like [49], we remove all children with non-
white mothers from the treatment group. To make overlap worse, we further
remove all children with mothers aged 23 or younger from the treatment
group and all children with mothers that are either white or aged 26 or older
in the control group. In sum, the treatment group (n1 = 94) consists only of
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children with older white mothers and the control group (n0 = 279) consists
only of children with younger nonwhite mothers, creating groups that are
highly disparate in socioeconomic privilege. (The age cuto↵s are near the
mean and were chosen so to keep the data non-linearly-separable or else
propensity score methods with scores estimated by logistic regression would
be undefined.) Each unit is described by 25 covariates, 6 continuous and
19 binary, corresponding to measurements on the child (birth weight, etc.),
measurements on the child’s mother (smoked during pregnancy, etc.), and
site. We generate outcomes Yi(0), Yi(1) precisely as described by the non-
linear response surface of [49] (“response surface B”) with the sole restriction
that we condition on the coe cient on mother’s age being zero.
We consider a range of methods: standard methods, KOM++ with vari-
ous kernels, and KOM++ with ARD. The standard methods we consider in-
clude: inverse propensity weighting (IPW) and propensity score (1:1) match-
ing (PSM) both using propensity scores estimated by logistic regression,
NNM and 1:1M on the Mahalanobis distance, and CEM on a coarsening
chosen for maximal overlap. Coarsening on all variables (treating continu-
ous variables as indicators for being above or below the mean) creates too
many strata (225) and leaves only one treated unit in a stratum with at least
one control unit. Instead, for CEM, we select half of the covariates (13) to
maximize the number of treated units that are in a stratum with at least
one control unit after coarsening on only these covariates. Following the sug-
gestion of [5], we then proceed to prune all treated units in strata without
overlap, leaving 69 units (only for CEM). We also omit NNM++ due to the
high computational burden of its cross-validation procedure. For KOM++
we consider the quadratic (KP2 ), Gaussian (KG), and Mate´rn (KM3/2,KM5/2)
kernels and either using or not using ARD. We compute standard errors
for all methods using the method of [15, §19.6]. We construct confidence
intervals by adding 1.96 standard errors to either the point estimate for all
standard methods or to the interval estimate given by eq. (4.2) for KOM++,
using the magnitude of f0 as estimated by the marginal likelihood step.
We plot the results in Fig. 6. At the top, the figure lists the marginal
mean-squared errors (MSE) E[(⌧ˆ   SATT)2] and the coverage of the 95%
confidence intervals over 10,000 runs (note that SATT di↵ers by run). Below
the MSEs, the figure shows the results from one representative example run,
showing SATT (dashed line), point estimates (red dots), confidence intervals
(black bars), and, in the case of KOM++, interval estimates (pink bars).
It is clear that among matching and weighting methods, KOM++ and, in
particular, KOM++ when using ARD leads to significantly smaller error. As
a weighting method, it can easily be combined with any regression technique
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by reweighting the training data or by reweighting the average of residuals.
The low overlap in this example leads IPW to produce extreme weights
and su↵er high MSE. In comparison, KOM++, while it cannot fix the un-
avoidable bias due to lack of overlap in and of itself, is able to maintain stable
weights and small MSE by considering error directly while limiting extrapo-
lation. 1:1M also provides rather stable weights but has a much harder time
achieving good balance, leading to significantly higher MSE than KOM++.
Through the lens of GOM we can identify two causes for this. On the one
hand, 1:1M is only a heuristic way to trade o↵ balance and variance: as
seen in Ex. 1, it is not necessarily on the e cient frontier. On the other,
it is trying to balance far too much than is really necessary. One way to
understand 1:1M’s slow convergence rate in d   2 [11] is that finding good
pairs becomes rapidly hard as dimension grows modestly. GOM o↵ers an-
other, functional-analytic perspective: 1:1M, which optimizes balance with
respect to Lipschitz functions, is trying to balance far too much. Lipschitz
functions are not only infinite dimensional, they are also non-separable, i.e.,
no countable subset is dense. They have too little structure to be practically
useful. In comparison, a C0-universal RKHS, such as those given by the
Gaussian or Mate´rn kernels, can still approximate any function arbitrarily
well, but is still a separable space, admitting a countable orthonormal basis
so that KOM++ is essentially balancing a countable number of moments.
Essentially, this imposes enough structure so that good balance is actually
achievable but not too much so that the resulting method remains fully
non-parametric. Often, as in this example, even quadratic is enough, but it
does not hurt too much to use the Gaussian or Mate´rn kernels and guaran-
tee consistency without specification. Adding ARD to KOM++ significantly
improves its performance by learning the right representation of the data to
balance, leading to lower MSEs.
4.8. Recommendations for Practical Use. In sum the results, both the-
oretical and empirical, suggest that KOM++ can o↵er significant benefits
in e ciency and robustness. Using KOM with a C0-universal kernel such
as Gaussian or Mate´rn is non-parametric, just like optimal matching, and
guarantees consistency regardless of model specification, which is particu-
larly reassuring in an observational study. At the same time, the empirical
results provide strong evidence that, when applied correctly using KOM++
with ARD for parameter tuning, using these nonparametric kernels incurs
little to no deterioration in e ciency compared to using parametric kernels
like quadratic when quadratic happens to be well-specified (which of course
could not be known in practice). Therefore, a robust general-purpose recom-
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mendation for the use of KOM in practice is to use the Gaussian or Mate´rn
kernel with KOM++ with ARD for parameter tuning. The choice of which
C0-universal kernel seems to matter little. In theory, the Mate´rn kernel only
requires the existence of enough derivatives for “correct specification” and
a speed up from op(1) to Op(1/
p
n). The Gaussian kernel requires more but
it is more standard in practice and is simpler in form. In practice, such ab-
stract notations of specification may have little relevance as both kernels
yield very similar MSEs and what matters most is the reassuring blanket
guarantee of model-free consistency, which is shared by both.
As a matching method, KOM is amenable to the same inference methods,
such as that of [11], which was developed for optimal matching and general-
ized in [15, §19.6]. It also gives rise to new inference methods based on the
empirical Bayesian estimation of hyperparameter used in KOM++. These
enable the construction of confidence intervals for KOM++ estimates.
More importantly, KOM provides an explicit bound on bias, which can
be useful in instances with limited overlap where the bias can be significant
or even ultimately irreducible. It is again advisable to use a C0-universal
kernel for constructing interval estimates using KOM as in eq. (4.2). The
question for balance is whether the matched samples are comparable for
the purpose of e↵ect estimation. This means that evaluating balance just
on di↵erences of covariates means (as for example done on a Love plot) will
not be helpful if e↵ects are nonlinear. Evaluating balance using KOM with a
nonparametric, C0-universal kernel, however, will necessarily protect against
any possible form of the e↵ect. It will also be smaller than a similar bound for
a pair-matching method because the imbalances it will leave will necessarily
be huge, especially for data with more than just a couple dimensions. Cor-
respondingly, the interval estimate produced by KOM with a C0-universal
kernel will be both useful and reliable in practice even when overlap is low
and therefore both estimating e↵ects and assessing specification is di cult.
5. Existing Matching Methods as GOM. As mentioned in Sec. 3.5,
many matching methods commonly used in practice – not just NNM and
1:1M – are also GOM. Like NNM and 1:1M, many are GOM with   = 0.
By automatically selecting   using hyperparameter estimation, we extend
these methods and reduce estimation error.
5.1. Nearest-Neighbor Matching. Thm. 3 established that NNM is equiv-
alent to GOM(Wsimplex, k · kLip( ), 0). To further reduce CMSE, we should
consider accounting for the variance due to weighting. We define BVENNM
as GOM(Wsimplex, k · kLip( ), ), which is given by the following linearly-
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constrained convex-quadratic optimization problem:
min (
P
i2T0,j2T1  (Xi, Xj)Sij)
2 +   kWk22
s.t. W 2 RT0 , S 2 RT0⇥T1+P
i2T0 Sij = 1/n1 8j 2 T1P
j2T1 Sij =Wi 8i 2 T0
Ex. 1 illustrates the need to carefully weigh the imperative to balance
in the face of variance in NNM but also begs the question of how should
we appropriately tune the exchange rate  . We present a approach we call
NNM++ based on the interpretation of optimal matching as protecting
against Lipschitz continuous functions and using cross validation for hyper-
parameter estimation. Assuming homoskedasticity, the hyperparameters of
interest are the residual variance  2 and Lipschitz constant  .
NNM++ proceed as follows. We consider regularization parameters  ✓
[0,1) and m disjoint folds T0 = T0(1)t · · ·tT0(m). For each  2  and vali-
dation fold k = 1, . . . ,m, we find fˆ
(k)
0 that minimizes the sum of squared er-
rors in T0\T0(k) regularized by  times the Lipschitz constant. Out of fold, a
range of functions agrees with the fitted value vˆi = fˆ
(k)
0 (Xi),  ˆ = kfˆ (k)0 kLip( ):
fˆ
(k)
0 (x) 2 [mini2T0\T0(k) (vˆi +  ˆ (Xi, x)) , maxi2T0\T0(k) (vˆi    ˆ (Xi, x))]. For
the purposes of evaluating out-of-fold error, we use the point-wise midpoint
of this interval. We select  ˆ with least out-of-fold mean squared error aver-
aged over folds, let  ˆ2 be this least error, and refit the  ˆ regularized problem
on the whole T0 sample to estimate  ˆ. This cross-validation procedure is
summarized in Alg. 1. Note that we are not interested in a good fit of fˆ0 –
only a handle on the hyperparameter   =  2/ 2. Finally, we compute the
BVENNM weights with  ˆ =  ˆ2/ ˆ2.
Note that given only that f0 is Lipschitz, is not generally possible to
estimate its Lipschitz constant without bias given noisy observations. The
above cross-validation procedure will necessarily shrink the estimate and
have some downward bias. It is also a very computationally intensive pro-
cedure, requiring solving many large quadratic optimization problems. We
merely present NNM++ as one principled way to trade o↵ balance and vari-
ance in optimal matching that seems to perform adequately. An alternative
approach to finding something on the e cient frontier would be to compute
1:1M and find anything on the frontier that dominates it, e.g., in Ex. 1, we
may choose any point on the frontier that is below or to the left of 1:1M in
Fig. 1b and improve upon it.
The behavior of NNM++ in the case of Ex. 1 using 10-fold cross validation
is shown in Figs. 1b and 1c. In a strict sense, NNM++ is not “honest”
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because  ˆ depends on YT0 . However, as we only extract a single parameter
 ˆ, we guard against data mining (as seen by the resulting low CMSE).
5.2. Optimal-Caliper Matching. A sibling of NNM is optimal-caliper match-
ing (OCM), which selects matches with distances that all fit in the smallest
possible single caliper. When allowing replacement, NNM is always one of
many OCM solutions. Without replacement, NNM and OCM di↵er. The
next theorem shows that OCM is GOM with   = 0.
Theorem 17. Fix a pseudo-metric   : X ⇥ X ! R+. Let
kfk@(µ, ) = Ex⇠µ,x0⇠µ
⇥
 (x, x0) 1|f(x)  f(x0)| | x 6= x0⇤ .
OCM with replacement is equivalent to GOM(Wsimplex, k · k@(µˆn, ), 0), where
µˆn is the empirical distribution of X. OCM without replacement is equivalent
to GOM(W1/n1-simplex, k · k@(µˆn, ), 0).
5.3. Coarsened Exact Matching. Given a coarsening function C : X !
{1, . . . , J} stratifying X , CEM [5] minimizes the coarsened L1 distance,
(5.1)
PM
j=1
    1n1 Pi2T1 I[C(Xi)=j]  Pi2T0 WiI[C(Xi)=j]    ,
by simply equating the matched control distribution in each stratum by set-
ting Wi = n
 1
1 |{j 2 T1 : [C(Xi) = C(Xj)]}| / |{j 2 T0 : [C(Xi) = C(Xj)]}|.
CEM is also GOM with   = 0.
Theorem 18. Fix a coarsening function C : X ! {1, . . . , J}. Let
kfkLp(C) =
⇢ k(supx2C 1(j) |f(x)|)Jj=1kp   f(C 1(j))   = 1 8j,
1 otherwise.
(I.e., the vector p-norm of the values taken by f on the coarsened regions if
f is piecewise constant.) CEM is equivalent to GOM(Wsimplex, k ·kL1(C), 0).
We can also consider Balance-Variance E cient CEM (BVECEM) given
by GOM(Wsimplex, k · kL1(C), ) for general  . The BVECEM weights are
given by the following optimization problem
(5.2)
min
W2Wsimplex
(
PJ
j=1 | 1n1
P
i2T1 I[C(Xi)=j]  
P
i2T0 WiI[C(Xi)=j]|)2 +   kWk22
Unlike CEM, the solution does not have a closed form. We can solve this
optimization problem explicitly by considering all combinations of signs for
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the J absolute values. For each combination, a Lagrange multiplier argument
yields an optimal solution. By further observing that we need only consider
monotonic deviations from the usual CEM solution, we obtain Alg. 2, which
finds the BVECEM weights in O(J2) time.
We also consider a CEM++ variant given by estimating   and using
the corresponding BVECEM. Unlike BVENNM, here the class of functions
{f : kfkL1(C) < 1} is generally “small.”14 Therefore, we sidestep a com-
plicated validation scheme and simply estimate the parameters in-sample
but use the one-standard-error rule [46, §7.10] to carefully tune  ˆ. Set µˆj =P
i2T0 I[C(Xi)=j]Yi/
P
i2T0 I[C(Xi)=j] and  ˆ
2 = 1n0 J
P
i2T0(Yi   µˆC(Xi))2. To
estimate  , we seek the smallest  ˆ   0 such that the minimal error over func-
tions with range 2 ˆ is no worse than  ˆ2 plus its standard error  ˆ
2
p
2
n0 J . (Note  ˆ
2
is achieved by 2 ˆ = maxj µˆj minj µˆj .) That is, we seek smallest  ˆ   0 with
1
n0 J minc2R
P
i2T0(Yi max(min(µˆj , c+  ˆ), c   ˆ))2   ˆ2(1+
p
2/(n0   J)).
We do this by using bisection search on  ˆ and a nested golden section search
on c. We refer to BVECEM with  ˆ =  ˆ2/ ˆ2 as CEM++.
5.4. Mean matching and near-fine balance. Suppose X ✓ Rd so Xi is
vector-valued. Mean matching [3, 27, 28] are methods that find a subset
of control units T00 ✓ T0 to reduce the Mahalanobis distance between the
sample means
MV (T00) = kV 1/2( 1n1
P
i2T1 Xi   1|T00|
P
i2T00 Xi)k2.
We can consider optimal mean matching (OMM) as fully minimizingMV (T00)
over all possible subsets T00, which we show is GOM.
Theorem 19. Suppose X ✓ Rd. Let V 2 Rd⇥d be positive definite and
kfk22-lin(V ) =
⇢
↵2 +  TV  1  f(x) = ↵+  Tx,
1 otherwise.
Then OMM is equivalent to GOM(Wsubsets, k · k2-lin(V ), 0).
Again, we may consider the more general GOM(Wsubsets, k · k2-lin(V ), ).
As per Thm. 5 this can be written as the following convex-quadratic binary
optimization problem for some n( ) and with Ui = n( )Wi:
min
U2{0,1}T0 :Pi2T0 Ui=n( )(
P
i2T1
Xi
n1
 Pi2T0 UiXin( ) )TV (Pi2T1 Xin1  Pi2T0 UiXin( ) ).
14Specifically, parametric with fewer parameters than data, J < n0. In NNM++, the
class of functions was not only infinite dimensional but also non-separable!
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An alternative form of mean matching would be to minimize the `p dis-
tance between sample means. If we define kx 7! ↵ +  Txkp-lin = k(↵, )kp
(and1 for all non-linear functions) then GOM(Wsubsets, k ·kp-lin, ) is given
by the following convex binary optimization problem for some n( )
(5.3) minU2{0,1}T0 :Pi2T0 Ui=n( ) k
P
i2T1
Xi
n1
 Pi2T0 UiXin( ) kp0 ,
where 1/p + 1/p0 = 1. This optimization problem is an integer linear opti-
mization problem whenever p0 2 {1,1} (equivalently, p 2 {1,1}).
If the covariates are 0-1 indicators (e.g., if they are 2-level factors, if multi-
level and encoded in unary as concatenated one-hot vectors, or if continuous
and coarsened into multilevel factors and thus encoded), then the sample
mean is simply the vector of sample proportions, i.e., it is all marginal dis-
tributions of each multilevel factor. In this specific case, mean matching
(especially when p0 = 1, or equivalently p = 1) is known as near -fine bal-
ance [3]. In this case, we refer to GOM(Wsubsets, k · k1-lin, 0) as optimal
near-fine balance (ONFB). When the marginal sample distributions can be
made exactly equal, the resulting allocation is known as fine balance [29].
We can also consider a variant given by estimating   for automatic subset
size selection. Assuming d < n0, the function class is “small,” so we estimate
  in-sample. We let ↵ˆ,  ˆ,  ˆ be given by OLS regression on {(Xi, Yi) : i 2 T0}
and set  ˆ =  ˆ2/k ˆk2p. We refer to GOM(Wsubsets, k · k1-lin,  ˆ) as ONFB++.
5.5. Mixed objectives. Methods such as [7, 3] seek to minimize both the
sum of pairwise distances and a discrepancy in means. These are also GOM.
Theorem 20. Let W, k · kA, k · kB, and ⇢ > 0 be given. Then
B(W ; k · kk·kA ⇢k·kB) = B(W ; k · kA) + ⇢B(W ; k · kB)
where kfkk·kA ⇢k·kB = inffA+fB=f max {kfAkA , kfBkB /⇢}
Therefore, for example, GOM(Wsubsets, k ·kk·kLip( ) ⇢k·k1-lin , ) is given by
the following integer linear optimization problem (for some n( )):
min 1n( )
P
i2T0,j2T1  (Xi, Xj)Sij +
⇢
n( )
Pd
k=1Dk
s.t. U 2 {0, 1}T0 , S 2 RT0⇥T1+ , D 2 RdP
i2T0 Ui = n( )P
i2T0 Sij = n( )/n1 8j 2 T1P
j2T1 Sij = Ui 8i 2 T1
Dk   n( )n1
P
i2T1 Xik  
P
i2T0 UiXik 8k = 1, . . . , d
Dk  
P
i2T0 UiXik  
n( )
n1
P
i2T1 Xik 8k = 1, . . . , d
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Fig 7: The Balance-Variance Trade-o↵ in CEM and NFB
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For n( ) chosen a priori, this is one of the problems considered by [3]. Note
our formulation has only n0 discrete variables as we need not constrain S to
be integral because the matching polytope is totally unimodular [50].
Similarly, given a coarsening function C : X ! {1, . . . , J}, [7, eq. (2)]
is given by GOM(Wn1-subset, k · kk·kLip( ) ⇢k·kL1(C) , 0), [7, eq. (3)] is given
by GOM(Wn1-subset, k · kk·kLip( ) ⇢k·kL1(C) , 0), and [7, eq. (4)] is given by
GOM(Wn1-subset, k · kk·kLip( ) ⇢k·kL2(C) , 0),
15 all for ⇢ > 0 su ciently large.
Example 6. Let us revisit Ex. 1 to study coarsened exact and near-
fine balance matching. We coarsen each of the two covariates into an 8-level
factor encoding its marginal octile in the sample.16 We consider BVECEM
with all J = 64 strata and plot the achievable balance-variance landscape
in Fig. 7a. We point out both CEM and CEM++. No matching is in the far
right, outside the plot area. We also consider mean-matching (p =1, p0 = 1)
on the resulting 16-dimensional vector, which corresponds to near-fine bal-
ance on the two coarsened covariates, and plot the balance-variance land-
scape in Fig. 7b. The red curve in Fig. 7b is the balance-variance achieved by
GOM(Wn00-subset, k·k1-lin, 0) for n00 2 {1, . . . , n0} (n00  22 is outside the plot
area). ONFB is the leftmost point and has n00 = 33. Note that not all points
on the curve are on the e cient frontier given by GOM(Wsubsets, k ·k1-lin, )
for   2 [0,1]. In particular, any n00 < 33 cannot be on the frontier (showing
the converse of Thm. 5 is false). We also point out ONFB++ and no match-
ing in the plot. The yellow curve in Fig. 7b is a commonly used greedy
15Using the vector 2-norm scaled by (
P
i2T1 I[C(Xi)=j])
J
j=1.
16In particular, we chose the greatest number ` of levels such that for the resulting `2
strata, every stratum with a treated unit had at least one control unit.
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heuristic for mean-matching whereby, starting from an empty subset, we
incrementally add the unused control unit that would minimize the mean-
matching objective. We point out GNFB, given by choosing the point along
the greedy path with minimal mean-matching objective. It is the leftmost
point on the curve. We plot the resulting CMSE of ⌧ˆW (solid) and ⌧ˆW,fˆ0
(dashed) in Fig. 7c corresponding only to points on the e cient frontier of
each curve. The need to tune   and consider the variance objective is clear.
Even GNFB beats ONFB because the unintended larger matched set in-
duced by sub-optimality. Correctly tuning  , ONFB++ improves on both.
Similarly, CEM++ improves on CEM.
5.6. Regression as GOM. A very popular alternative to matching is re-
gression adjustment via OLS with interaction terms [8]:17
⌧ˆOLS = argmin
⌧2R
min
↵2R, 1, 22Rd
nX
i=1
 
Yi   ↵  ⌧Ti    T1 Xi    T2 (Xi  XT1)Ti
 2
,
where XT1 =
1
n1
P
i2T1 Xi is the treated sample mean vector. Surprisingly,
this is exactly equivalent to an unrestricted version of mean-matching.
Theorem 21. Let V positive definite be given and let W be given by
GOM(Wgeneral, k · k2-lin(V ), 0). Then ⌧ˆW = ⌧ˆOLS.
We actually prove this as a corollary of a more general result about the
ridge-regression version of the regression adjustment with interaction terms:
⌧ˆ -ridge = argmin
⌧2R
min
↵2R, 1, 22Rd
nX
i=1
 
Yi   ↵  ⌧Ti    T1 Xi    T2 (Xi  XT1)Ti
 2
+  k 1k22 +  ↵2.
Theorem 22. Let W be given by GOM(Wgeneral, k · k2-lin, ) for     0.
Then ⌧ˆW = ⌧ˆ -ridge.
These results reveal a very close connection between matching and regres-
sion adjustment and expands the scope of existing connections [51, 38]. But,
there are several nuanced but important di↵erences between regression ad-
justment and regular mean-matching (i.e., with simplex or subset weights).
Matching with simplex or subset weights results in a distribution over the
17Note that using the interaction term (Xi   XT1)Ti corresponds to estimating the
e↵ect on the treated whereas using the interaction term (Xi  X)Ti, as it appears in [8],
corresponds to estimating the overall average e↵ect.
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sample units and thus is more interpretable, preserving the unit of analysis.
This also allows certain randomization-based inferences. Moreover, whereas
linear regression is subject to dangerous extrapolation [52, 4], matching with
weights in the simplex (corresponding to convex combinations), including
subsets, inherently prohibits extrapolation. OLS and mean-matching may
coincide only if exact fine balance is feasible.
6. Conclusion. In this paper, we presented an encompassing frame-
work and theory for matching methods for causal inference, arising from gen-
eralizations of a new functional analytical interpretation of optimal match-
ing. On the one hand, this framework revealed a unifying thread between and
provided a unified theoretical analysis for a variety of commonly used meth-
ods, including both matching and regression methods. This in turn lead to
new extensions to methods subsumed in this framework that appropriately
and automatically adjust the balance-variance trade-o↵ inherent in match-
ing revealed by the theory developed. These extensions lead to benefits in
estimation error relative to their standard counterparts.
On the other hand, this framework lead to the development of a new
class of matching methods based on kernels. The new methods, called KOM,
were shown to have some of the more appealing properties of the di↵erent
methods in common use, as supported by specialized theory developed. In
particular, KOM yields either a distribution over or a subset of the control
units preserving the unit of analysis and avoiding extrapolation, KOM has
favorable consistency properties yielding parametric-rate estimation under
correct specification and model-free consistency regardless thereof, KOM has
favorable robustness and e ciency properties when used in an augmented
weighted estimator, KOM has similarly favorable robustness properties when
used as preprocessing before regression, KOM++ judiciously and automat-
ically weighs balance in the face of variance, and KOM allows for flexible
model selection via empirical Bayes methods. These properties make KOM
a particularly apt tool for causal inference.
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ALGORITHM 1: Cross-Validation Estimation for NNM++
input: Control data YT0 , distance matrix D 2 RT0⇥T0 , regularizer grid  ✓ R+,
and number of folds m.
Randomly split the control data into disjoint folds T0 = T0(1) t · · · t T0(m).
for k 2 {1, . . . ,m},  2  : do
Solve
minvˆ, ˆ
1
|i2T0\T0(k)|
P
i2T0\T0(k)(vˆi   yi)2 +   ˆ
s.t. vˆi   vj   ˆDij 8i, j 2 T0\T0(k)
.
Set Yˆi =
1
2
(minj2T0\T0(k) (vˆj +  ˆDij) + maxj2T0\T0(k) (vˆj    ˆDij)).
Set  ˆ2k, =
P
i2T0(k)(Yi   Yˆi)2/(|T0(k)|  1).
end for
Set  ˆ2 =
1
m
Pm
k=1  ˆ
2
k, for  2  ,  ˆ = argmin 2  ˆ2 and  ˆ2 = min 2  ˆ2 .
Solve
minvˆ, ˆ
1
|T0|
P
i2T0(vˆi   yi)2 +  ˆ ˆ
s.t. vˆi   vj   ˆDij 8i, j 2 T0 .
output:  ˆ =  ˆ2/ ˆ2.
ALGORITHM 2: BVECEM (solves eq. (5.2))
input: Data X1:n, T1:n, coarsening function C : X ! {1, . . . , J}, and exchange  .
Let ntj =
P
i2Tt I[C(Xi)=j] for t = 0, 1, j = 1, . . . , J .
Let qj = n1j/(n1n0j) and sort qj1  · · ·  qjJ (qj0 =  1, qjJ+1 =1).
Set v⇤ =1.
for J+ = 0, . . . , J, J  = 0, . . . , J   J+ do
Set n0+ =
PJ+
k=1 n0jJ+1 k , n0  =
PJ 
k=1 n0jk , r =
PJ+1 J+
k=J +1 n0jkqjk ,
r  =
PJ+
k=1 n0jJ+1 kq0jJ+1 k  
PJ 
k=1 n0jkqjk , r2 =
PJ J+
k=J +1 n0jkq
2
jk
,
w+ =
2n0 (1 r+r )+ (1 r)
4n0+n0 + (n0++n0 ) , w  =
2n0+(1 r r )+ (1 r)
4n0+n0 + (n0++n0 ) , and
v = (
PJ+
k=1 n0jJ+1 k
  qjJ+1 k   w+  +PJ k=1 n0jk |qjk   w |)2
+  (n0pw
2
+ + n0mw
2
  + r2).
if v < v⇤ then
Set Wi =
8><>:
1/n1 i 2 T1,
w  i 2 T0, qC(Xi)  qjJ  ,
w+ i 2 T0, qC(Xi)   qjJ+1 J+ ,
qC(Xi) otherwise.
end if
end for
output: W .
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APPENDIX A: CONNECTIONS TO AND GENERALIZATION OF
EQUAL-PERCENT BIAS REDUCTION
Equal-percent bias reduction (EPBR) [53, 54] is a property of matching
methods stipulating that, on average, the reduction in discrepancy in the
mean vector be equal across all the the covariates relative to doing no match-
ing at all. This is the case if and only if the matching reduces imbalance for
any linear function of the covariates. In this section we discuss connections
to KOM as well as non-linear generalizations of EPBR.
For the sake of exposition, we define EPBR somewhat di↵erently and
explain the connection below.
Definition 6. For X ✓ Rd, a matching method W is linearly EPBR
relative to W 0, written W  lin-EPBR W 0, if |E [B(W ; f)]|  |E [B(W 0; f)]|
for any f(x) =  Tx+ ↵,   2 Rd, ↵ 2 R.
Usually, we compare relative to the no-matching weights W
(0)
i = 1/n0.
The definition of EPBR in [53] is equivalent to saying in our definition that
W is comparable to W (0) in lin-EPBR, i.e., either W  lin-EPBR W (0) or
W (0)  lin-EPBR W . This equivalence is proven in the following. The definition
in [53] is stated in terms of the equivalent proportionality statement below,
relative to W (0) and without magnitude restrictions on ↵.
Theorem 23. Suppose X ✓ Rd. Then, W  lin-EPBR W 0 if and only if
E[ 1n1
P
i2T1 Xi  
P
i2T0 WiXi] = ↵E[
1
n1
P
i2T1 Xi  
P
i2T0 W
0
iXj ] for some
↵ 2 [ 1, 1] as vectors in Rd.
In [55], the authors show that in the special case of proportionally el-
lipsoidal distributions, a nely invariant matching methods are EPBR. We
restate and reprove the result in terms of our definitions.
Definition 7. For X ✓ Rd, a matching method W is a nely invariant
if W (X1:n, T1:n) = W (X1:nA
T + 1na
T , T1:n) for all non-singular A 2 Rd⇥d
and a 2 Rd (i.e., x 7! Ax+ a is applied to each data point separately).
Definition 8. Two random vectors Z and Z 0 are proportionally ellip-
soidal if there exists PSD matrix ⌃, ↵,↵0 2 R+, and a characteristic function
  : R! C such that, for any v, vTZ and vTZ 0 have characteristic functions
eiv
TE[Z]t (↵vT⌃vt2) and eiv
TE[Z0]t (↵0vT⌃vt2), respectively.
Theorem 24. If X | T = 0, X | T = 1 are proportionally ellipsoidal
and W is a nely invariant, then W and W (0) are lin-EPBR comparable.
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ALGORITHM 3: A ne Invariance by Studentization
input: Data X1:n, T1:n, a matching method W (X1:n, T1:n).
Let µˆ = 1
n0
P
i2T0 Xi,
b⌃ = 1
n0 1
P
i2T0(Xi   µˆ)(Xi   µˆ)T .
Eigen-decompose b⌃ = U Diag(⌧1, . . . , ⌧d)UT .
Set b⌃†/2 = U Diag(I[⌧1 6=0]⌧ 1/21 , . . . , I[⌧d 6=0]⌧ 1/2d )UT .
output: W ((X1:n   µˆ)b⌃†/2, T1:n).
Methods based on the Mahalanobis distance are a nely invariant. KOM
with a fitted scaling matrix is also a nely invariant as discussed in 4.6. All
unitarily invariant matching methods can be made to be a nely invariant
by preprocessing the data. This procedure is detailed in Alg. 3. KOM is
unitarily invariant if the kernel is unitarily invariant, including all kernels
studied in this paper. With the exception of CEM, all methods we have
studied have been unitarily invariant.
Definition 9. For X ✓ Rd, a matching method W is unitarily invari-
ant if W (X1:n, T1:n) = W (X1:nA
T , T1:n) for all unitary A = A
 T 2 Rd⇥d.
Equivalently, W is unitarily invariant if it only depends on X1:nX
T
1:n, T1:n.
Theorem 25. Suppose X ✓ Rd. If W is unitarily invariant then Alg. 3
produces an a nely invariant weighting method.
At the same time, a nely invariant methods only make sense if we have
more datapoints than the dimension of the data, since the dimension of the
data is precisely the dimension of the space of linear functions on the data.
Theorem 26. Suppose X ✓ Rd. If W is a nely invariant then W is
constant over all data X1:n that is a nely independent.
18
In other words, if n  d, then any a nely invariant matching method
does nothing useful at all because it is (generically) invariant to the data.
The above exposition establishes the connection of KOM to EPBR and
the benefits it bestows. If we either fit a scaling matrix by marginal likelihood
or studentize the data, then KOM is a nely invariant and hence EPBR for
proportionally ellipsoidal data, i.e., has uniform improvement over all linear
outcomes. However, one of the main attractions of KOM is in dealing with
non-linear outcomes. We next present a direct generalization of EPBR to
non-linear outcomes, allowing us to characterize when matching methods
18X1:n are said to be a nely independent if X2:n  X1 are linearly independent.
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can have performance guarantees over families of non-linear outcomes. We
recreate the analogous lin-EPBR results for the non-linear version.
Definition 10. A matching methodW is F-EPBR relative toW 0, writ-
ten W  F-EPBR W 0, if |E [B(W ; f)]|  |E [B(W 0; f)]| for every f 2 F .
Theorem 27. Let F be a linear subspace of the functions X ! R under
pointwise addition and scaling. Then, W  F-EPBR W 0 if and only if there
exists ↵ 2 [ 1, 1] such that, as operators on F , E [B(W ; ·)] = ↵E [B(W 0; ·)] .
Definition 11. Let K be a PSD kernel on X and let F be its RKHS.
The X -valued random variables Z and Z 0 are proportionally K-ellipsoidal
if there exist µ, µ0 2 F , PSD compact C 2 F ⌦ F , ↵,↵0 2 R+, and a
characteristic function   : R ! C such that, for every x 2 X , K(Z, x) and
K(Z 0, x) are a real random variables distributed with characteristic functions
eiµ(x)t (C(x, x)t2), eiµ
0(x)t (↵C(x, x)t2) respectively.
For example, proportionally ellipsoidal is equivalent to proportionally K-
ellipsoidal with K(x, x0) = xTx0.
Definition 12. Let K be a PSD kernel on X and let F be its RKHS.
A matching method W is K-a nely invariant if 9W 0 : Fn ⇥ {0, 1}n ! W
such that for any bounded non-singular A 2 F ⌦ F and a 2 F , we have
W (X1:n, T1:n) =W
0({AK(Xi, ·) + a}ni=1 , T1:n).
Theorem 28. Let K be a PSD kernel on X and let F be its RKHS. If
X | T = 0, X | T = 1 are proportionally K-ellipsoidal and W is a nely
invariant then W is F-EPBR relative to W (0).
Definition 13. Let K : X ⇥X ! R be a PSD kernel. W is K-unitarily
invariant if it depends on the data via its Gram matrix, i.e., 9W 0 : Sn⇥n+ ⇥
{0, 1}n !W such that W (X1:n, T1:n) =W 0((K(Xi, Xj))ni,j=1 , T ).
For example, KOM is K-unitarily invariant.
Theorem 29. If W 0 is K-unitarily invariant then Alg. 4 produces a K-
a nely invariant weighting method.
However, there are limits to K-a ne invariance. The following shows that
K-a ne invariance only makes sense for non-universal kernels since all C0-
universal kernels are strictly positive definite (has Gram matrix that is pos-
itive definite whenever all datapoints are distinct).
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ALGORITHM 4: K-A ne Invariance by K-Studentization
input: Data X1:n, T1:n, a PSD kernel K, a K-unitarily invariant W (X,T ).
Let Kij = K(Xi, Xj), E(0)ij = I[j2T0]/n0.
Set KC = (I   E(0))K(I   E(0))T , Mij =Pl2T0 KCilKCjl .
Compute the pseudo-inverse M† and let K = KCM†KC .
output: W 0(K, T1:n).
Theorem 30. Suppose K is strictly positive definite and W is K-a nely
invariant. Then, W is constant over all X1:n that are distinct.
APPENDIX B: PROOFS
Proof of Thm. 1. Define
(B.1) ⌅(W ) = 1n1
P
i2T1 ✏i  
P
i2T0 Wi✏i.
Rewrite SATT = 1n1
P
i2T1 Yi  1n1
P
i2T1 Yi(0), it is clear SATT di↵ers from
⌧ˆW only in the second term so that, letting Wi = 1/n1 for i 2 T1,
⌧ˆ  SATT = 1n1
P
i2T1 Yi(0) 
P
i2T0 WiYi(0) = B(W ; f0) + ⌅(W )
=
Pn
i=1( 1)Ti+1Wif0(Xi) +
Pn
i=1( 1)Ti+1Wi✏i,
For each i, we have
E[✏i | X1:n, T1:n] = E[Yi(0) | Xi, Ti]  f0(Xi) = E[Yi(0) | Xi]  f0(Xi) = 0,
where the first equality is by definition of ✏i and the second by Asn. 1. Since
Wi =Wi(X1:n, T1:n), we have E[( 1)Ti+1Wi✏i | X1:n, T1:n] = 0. For each i, j,
E
⇥
( 1)Ti+TjWiWj✏i✏j | X1:n, T1:n
⇤
= ( 1)Ti+TjWiWjE [✏i✏j | X1:n, T1:n]
=WiWj Cov(Yi(0), Yj(0)) = I[i=j]W 2i  2i ,
E[( 1)Ti+TjWiWj✏if0(Xj) | X1:n, T1:n] = 0,
completing the proof.
Proof of Thm. 3. Let D be the distance matrix Dii0 =  (Xi, Xi0). By
the definition of the Lipschitz norm and linear optimization duality we get,
B(W ; k · kLip( )) = sup
vi vi0Dii0
1
n1
P
i2T1 v1  
P
i2T0 Wivi
= minS2Rn⇥n+
P
i,i0 Dii0Sii0
s.t.
Pn
i0=1 (Sii0   Si0i) = 1/n1 8i 2 T1Pn
i0=1 (Sii0   Si0i) =  Wi 8i 2 T0.
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This describes a min-cost flow problem with sources T1 with inputs 1/n1,
sinks T0 with outputs Wi, edges between every two nodes with costs Dii0
and without capacities. Consider any source i 2 T1 and any sink i0 2 T0 and
any path i, i1, . . . , im, i
0. By the triangle inequality, Dii0  Dii1 + Di1i2 +
· · · +Dimi0 . Therefore, as there are no capacities, it is always preferable to
send the flow from the sources to the sinks along the direct edges from T1
to T0. That is, we can eliminate all other edges and write
B(W ; k · kLip( )) = minS2RT1⇥T0+
P
i2T1, i02T0 Dii0Sii0
s.t.
P
i02T0 Sii0 = 1/n1 8i 2 T1P
i02T1 Si0i =Wi 8i 2 T0.
For the case of NNM, using the transformation W 0i = n1Wi, we get
min
W2Wsimplex
B(W ; k · kLip( )) = 1n1 minS,W 0
P
i2T1, i02T0 Dii0Sii0
s.t. S 2 RT1⇥T0+ , W 0 2 RT0+P
i2T0 W
0
i = n1P
i02T0 Sii0 = 1 8i 2 T1P
i2T1 Sii0  W 0i0 = 0 8i0 2 T0.
This describes a min-cost netwrok flow problem with sources T1 with inputs
1; nodes T0 with 0 exogenous flow; one sink with output n1; edges from each
i 2 T1 to each i0 2 T0 with flow variable Sii0 , cost Dii0 , and without capacity;
and edges from each i 2 T0 to the sink with flow variable W 0i and without
cost or capacity. Because all data is integer, the optimal solution of is integer
(see [50]). This solution (in terms of W 0) is equal to sending the whole input
1 from each source in T1 to the node in T0 with smallest distance and from
there routing this flow to the sink, which corresponds exactly to NNM.
For the case of 1:1M, using the same transformation, we get
min
W2W1/n1-simplex
B(W ; k · kLip( ))= 1n1 minS,W 0
P
i2T1, i02T0 Dii0Sii0
s.t. S 2 RT1⇥T0+ , W 0i 2 RT0+P
i2T0 W
0
i = n1
W 0i  1 8i 2 T0P
i02T0 Sii0 = 1 8i 2 T1P
i2T1 Sii0  W 0i = 0 8i0 2 T0.
This describes the same min-cost netwrok flow problem except that the
edges from each i 2 T0 to the sink have a capacity of 1. Because all data
is integer, the optimal solution is integer. Since the optimal Sii0 is integer,
by
P
i02T0 Sii0 = 1, for each i 2 T1 there is exactly one i0 2 T0 with Sii0 = 1
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and all others are zero. Sii0 = 1 denotes matching i with i
0. The optimal
W 0i is integral and so, by W
0
i  1, W 0i 2 {0, 1}. Hence, for each i 2 T0,P
i02T1 Sii0 2 {0, 1} so we only use node i at most once. The cost of S
is exactly the sum of pairwise distances in the match. Hence, the optimal
solution corresponds exactly to 1:1M.
Proof of Cor. 4. Let W be given by GOM(W, k · k, ). Then we have
that V 2(W ; 21:n)   2(kWk2+1/n1) =  2 (kWk2+1/n1) and B2(W ; f0) 
infg:B(W ;g)=0 8W2W B2(W ; f0+g)   B(W ; k·k). Finally, apply Thm. 1.
Proof of Thm. 5. Let W be given by GOM(Wsubsets, k · k, ) and let
n( ) = kWk0 = |{i 2 T0 :W ⇤i > 0}|. Then W 2 Wn( )-subset so W is also
given by GOM(Wn( )-subset, k · k, ). However, kW 0k22 = 1/n( ) for all W 0 2
Wn( )-subset, so the variance term is constant among this space of weights.
Therefore, W is given by GOM(Wn( )-subset, k · k, 0).
Proof of Thm. 6. Note argminW2Wn( )-multisubset kWk22 = Wn( )-subset.
So by definition of GOM for   =1 we get the equivalence between the first
and the second. The equivalence between the second and third was argued
in the proof of Thm. 5.
Proof of Thm. 7. This follows because kWk22 is convex, B(W ; k · k) is
nonnegative and is the supremum of a ne functions in W (i.e., B( W +
(1    )W 0; f) =  B(W ; f) + (1    )B(W 0; f)) and hence convex, and the
square is convex and nondecreasing on the nonnegative line.
Proof of Thm. 8. Define F (W ) = supkfk1
Pn
i=1(2Ti   1)Wif(Xi) for
W 2 Rn, and rewrite problem (3.1) redundantly as
min r +  s
s.t. W 2 Rn, r 2 R, s 2 R, t 2 R(B.2)
WT0 2Wsimplex(B.3)
WT1 = en1/n1(B.4)
kWk22  s(B.5)
t2  r(B.6)
F (W )  t, kWk2  1(B.7)
Since each of (B.2)-(B.7) are convex, by [56, Thm. 4.2.2] we reduce the ✏-
optimization problem to ✏-separation on each of (B.2)-(B.7), which is imme-
diately trivial for (B.2)-(B.6) in polynomial time in n. By [56, Thms. 4.2.5,
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4.2.7] we reduce ✏-separation on (B.7) to ✏-violation, which by binary search
reduces ✏-violation on St =
 
W 2 RTC : F (W )  v, kWk2  1
 
for fixed t  
0. If t = 0, then St = {0} and we are done. Otherwise, letting Ei : f 7! f(Xi)
and Mi = k[Ei]k⇤ <1, note that F (W ) is continuous since
F (W )  F (W 0) = supkfk1B(WT0 ; f)  supkfk1B(W 0T0 ; f)
 supkfk1B(WT0  W 0T0 ; f)
 supkfk1 kWT0  W 0T0k2(
Pn
i=1 f(Xi))
1/2
 kWT0  W 0T0k2kMk2
Therefore, since F (0) = 0, we have {kWk2  t/kMk2} ⇢ St ⇢ {kWk2  1}.
Since we can check membership by evaluating kWk2 and F (w), by [56,
Thm. 4.3.2] we have an ✏-violation algorithm.
Proof of Thm. 17. Using similar arguments to the proof of Thm. 3,
we get that B(W ; k · k@(µˆn, )) is equal (up to a scaling of n(n  1)) to
min
S2RT1⇥T0+ ,t2R+
t
s.t.
P
i02T0 Sii0 = 1/n1 8i 2 T1P
i02T1 Si0i =Wi 8i 2 T0
t   Dii0Sii0 8i 2 T1, i0 2 T0.
Hence, minimizing it over Wsimplex or W1/n1-simplex we get the same net-
work flow problems except with a bottleneck objective. The solution is still
integer and gives the pair matching with minimal maximal pair distance,
corresponding exactly to OCM with or without replacement.
Proof of Thm. 18. For f piecewise constant on the coarsening com-
ponents let fj denote its value on the j
th component. By writing f(x) =PM
j=1 I[C(x)=j]fj and exchanging sums we can rewrite B(W ; f) as
B(W ; f) =
PJ
j=1 fj(
1
n1
P
i2T1 I[C(Xi)=j]  
P
i2T0 WiI[C(Xi)=j]).
Under the constraint |fj |  1 8j, the maximizer of the above assigns ±1 to
each fj in order to make the j
th term nonnegative. Hence,
B(W ; k · kL1(C)) =
PJ
j=1 | 1n1
P
i2T1 I[C(Xi)=j]  
P
i2T0 WiI[C(Xi)=j]|,
which we recognize as the coarsened L1 distance from eq. (5.1).
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Proof of Thm. 19. Let W 2 Wsubsets and T00 = {i 2 T0 : Wi > 0}.
Then, by duality of Euclidean norms,
B(W ; k · k2-lin(V )) = sup
 TV  1
 T ( 1n1
P
i2T1 Xi  
P
i2T0 WiXi) =MV (T00).
Proof of Thm. 20. By linearity, we have
B(W ; k · kk·kA ⇢k·kB) = supkfkk·kA ⇢k·kB1B(W ; f)
= supkfAkA1,kfBkB/⇢1B(W ; fA + fB)
= B(W ; k · kA) + ⇢B(W ; k · kB)
Proof of Thm. 21. Note that GOM(Wgeneral, k ·k2-lin(V ), 0) is the same
as GOM(Wgeneral, k · k2-lin, 0) applied to the data X˜i = V 1/2Xi. However,
applying OLS adjustment to data Xi or data X˜i is exactly the same be-
cause  1, 2 are unrestricted so we can make the transformation  ˜1,  ˜2 =
V  1/2 1, V  1/2 2 without any e↵ect except transforming X˜i to Xi. Finally,
we apply Thm. 22 with   = 0.
Proof of Thm. 22. We can rewrite the ridge-regression problem as
min
⌧,↵, 1, 2
nP
i=1
(Yi   ↵  ⌧Ti    T1 Xi    T2 (Xi  XT1)Ti)2 +   k 1k22 +  ↵2
= min
⌧,↵, 1, 2
✓P
i2T0
(Yi   ↵   T1 Xi)2 +   k 1k22 +  ↵2
+
P
i2T1
(Yi   (↵+ ⌧    T2 XT1)  ( 1 +  2)TXi)2
◆
=min
↵, 1
(
P
i2T0
(Yi   ↵   T1 Xi)2 +   k 1k22 +  ↵2) + min
↵˜, ˜
P
i2T1
(Yi   ↵˜   ˜TXi)2,
where we used the transformation ↵˜ = ↵+ ⌧    T2 XT1 ,  ˜ =  1+  2 and the
fact that ⌧ and  2 are unrestricted to see that ↵˜,  ˜ are unrestricted. Because
↵˜,  ˜ solve an OLS problem with intercept on T1, the mean of in-sample
residuals are zero, and therefore:
0 = 1n1
P
i2T1(Yi   ↵˜   ˜TXi) = Y T1(1)  ↵˜   T1 XT1    T2 XT1 ,
=) ⌧ -ridge = ↵˜  ↵+  T2 XT1 = Y T1(1)  ↵   T1 XT1
= Y T1(1)  (↵, T1 )X˜TT1
en1
n1
,
where X˜i = (1, Xi) and X˜Tt is the nt ⇥ (d + 1) matrix of these. Note ↵, 1
solve ridge-regression on T0, so:
(↵, T1 )
T = (X˜TT0X˜T0 +  Id+1)
 1X˜TT0YT0 .
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Therefore, letting W˜ = 1n1 X˜T0(X˜
T
T0X˜T0 +  Id+1)
 1X˜TT1en1 , we must have
⌧ -ridge = Y T1(1) 
P
i2T0 W˜iYi.
On the other hand, the weights W given by GOM(Wgeneral, k · k2-lin, ) min-
imize the following objective function:
sup
↵2+k k221
⇣
1
n1
P
i2T1(↵+  
TXi) 
P
i2T0 Wi(↵+  
TXi)
⌘2
+   kWk22
= sup
↵2+k k221
 ✓
W
  en1n1
◆T
X˜
✓
↵
 
◆!2
+   kWk22 =
    X˜T ✓ W  en1n1
◆    2
2
+   kWk22
=kX˜TT0W   X˜TT1
en1
n1
k22 +   kWk22 .
By first order optimality conditions on unrestricted W we have
0 = X˜T0(X˜TT0W   X˜TT1
en1
n1
) +  W =) W = (X˜T0X˜TT0 +  In0) 1X˜T0X˜TT1
en1
n1
.
Fix  ˜ > 0. By applying the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury (SMW) formula
[57, §C.4.3] twice, we have
(X˜T0X˜TT0 +  ˜In0)
 1X˜T0
SMW
= ( 1
 ˜
In0   X˜T0( 1 ˜X˜TT0X˜T0 + Id+1) 1X˜TT0)X˜T0
= 1
 ˜
X˜T0(Id+1   ( 1 ˜X˜TT0X˜T0 + Id+1) 1
1
 ˜
X˜TT0X˜T0)
SMW
= 1
 ˜
X˜T0(
1
 ˜
X˜TT0X˜T0 + Id+1)
 1
= X˜T0(X˜TT0X˜T0 +  ˜Id+1)
 1.
If   > 0 then set  ˜ =  . If   = 0 and X˜TT0X˜T0 is invertible then, by continuous
transformation over the limit  ˜! 0, the equation of the first to the last holds
with  ˜ = 0. In either case, this shows W = W˜ , completing the proof.
Proof of Thm. 9. Let p(x) = P (T = 1 | X = x), p0 = P (T = 0), p1 =
P (T = 1). By Asn. 2, there exists ↵ > 0 such that q(X) = ↵p(X)/(1 p(X))
is a.s. in (0, 1). For each i, let W˜ 0i 2 {0, 1} be 1 if Ti = 1 and otherwise
Bernoulli with probability q(Xi) (where the draw for i is fixed over n). Then
we have that Xi | Ti = 0, W˜ 0i = 1 is distributed identically as Xi | Ti = 1.
Let n00 =
P
i2T0 W˜
0
i and for each i 2 T0 set W˜i = W˜ 0i/n00. For i 2 T1, set
W˜i = 1/n1. Let X
(1)
i be new, independent replicates distributed as X
(1)
i ⇠
(X | T = 1). Let ⇠i(f) = W˜ 0i (f(Xi)   f(X(1)i )). Let A0 = 1n0
P
i2T0 ⇠i and
A1 =
1
n1
P
i2T1 ⇠i. Then, we have that B(W˜ ; f) = A1(f)   (n0/n00)A0(f).
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By construction of W˜ 0i and ⇠, we see that E [⇠i] = 0 (i.e., Bochner integral).
By (vi), k⇠k⇤ has second moment. Also, each ⇠i is independent. Therefore,
by [58] (and since B-convexity of F implies B-convexity of F⇤ [59]), a law
of large numbers holds yielding, a.s., kA0k⇤ ! 0 and kA1k⇤ ! 0. Since
(n0/n
0
0) ! ↵/p1 < 1 a.s., we have that B(W˜ ; k · k) = kB(W˜ ; ·)k⇤ ! 0 a.s.
Moreover, kW˜T0k22 = 1/n00 ! 0 a.s. since n00 ! 1 a.s. Since W˜T0 is feasible
by (iv) and W is optimal,
E2(W ; k · k, n)  E2(W˜T0 ; k · k, n)  B2(W˜T0 ;F) +  kW˜T0k22 ! 0 a.s.
By (viii), 9  : k[f0]k    <1. By (vii), 9 2 :  2i   2. By Thm. 1,
CMSE(⌧ˆW )  ( 2 +  2/ )E2(W ; k · k, n) +  2/n1 ! 0 a.s.
By iterated expectation, ⌧ˆW SATT! 0 in L2 and hence in probability.
Proof of Thm. 10. Recalling ⌅(W ) from eq. (B.1), we can write
⌧ˆW,fˆ0   SATT = B(W ; f˜0   fˆ0) +B(W ; f0   f˜0) + ⌅(W ),
From the proof of Thm. 9, we have B(W ; k · k) = op(1), kWk2 = op(1),
⌅2(W ) = op(1). Moreover,
|B(W ; f˜0   fˆ0)|  (kWk22 + 1/n1)1/2(
Pn
i=1(f˜0(Xi)  fˆ0(Xi))2)1/2
= op(1)Op(1) = op(1).
In case (a), B(W ; f0   f˜0) = 0 yields the result. In case (b), E|B(W ; f0  
f˜0)|  (kf0k+ kf˜0k)EB(W ;K) = O(n 1/2), yielding the result. In case (c),
we write ⌧ˆW,fˆ0   SATT = B(W ; f0   fˆ0) + ⌅(W ) and |B(W ; f0   fˆ0)| 
(k[f0]k+ k[fˆ0]k)B(W ;K) = Op(1)op(1) = op(1).
Proof of Thm. 11. WritingW 0i = Ti/n1 (1 Ti)Wi, by the representer
property of K and by self-duality of Hilbert spaces,
B2(W ; k · k) = maxkfk1
 Pn
i=1( 1)Ti+1W 0i hK(Xi, ·), fi
 2
=
  Pn
i=1( 1)Ti+1W 0iK(Xi, ·)
  2
=
⌦Pn
i=1( 1)Ti+1W 0iK(Xi, ·),
Pn
i=1( 1)Ti+1W 0iK(Xi, ·)
↵
=
Pn
i,j=1( 1)Ti+TjW 0iW 0jKij ,
which when written in block form gives rise to the result.
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Proof of Thm. 12. By Thm. 1, we have
E
⇥
(⌧ˆW   SATT)2 | X,T, f0
⇤
= B2(W ; f0) +  
2kWk22 +  
2
n1
.
Marginalizing over f0 and writing W
0
i = Ti/n1 + (1  Ti)Wi, we get
CMSE(⌧ˆW ) =
Pn
i,j=1( 1)Ti+TjW 0iW 0jE [f0(Xi)f0(Xj) | X1:n, T1:n] +   kW 0k22
=
Pn
i,j=1( 1)Ti+TjW 0iW 0j 2K(Xi, Xj) +  2 kW 0k22
=  2B(W ;K) +  2kW 0k22 =  2(E(W ;K, ) +  /n1),
where the second equality is by the of Gaussian process prior and the third
equality is due to Thm. 11.
For the next proof we use the following lemma.
Lemma 31. For random variables Zn   0 and any sub-sigma algebra G,
E[Zn | G] = Op(1) =) Zn = Op(1) and E[Zn | G] = op(1) =) Zn = op(1).
Proof. Suppose E[Zn | G] = Op(1). Let ⌫ > 0 be given. Then E[Zn | G] =
Op(1) says that there exist N,M such that P(E[Zn | G] > M)  ⌫/2 for all
n   N . Let M0 = max{M, 2/⌫} and observe that, for all n   N ,
P(Zn > M20 ) = P(Zn > M20 ,E[Zn | G] > M0) + P(Zn > M20 ,E[Zn | G] M0)
= P(Zn > M20 ,E[Zn | G] > M0) + E[P(Zn > M20 | G)I[E[Zn|G]M0]]
 ⌫/2 + E

E[Zn | G]
M20
I[E[Zn|G]M0]
 
 ⌫/2 + 1/M0  ⌫.
Now suppose E[Zn | G] = op(1). Let ⌘ > 0, ⌫ > 0 be given. Let N be such
that P(E[Zn | G] > ⌫⌘/2)  ⌫/2. Then for all n   N :
P(Zn > ⌘) = P(Zn > ⌘,E[Zn | G] > ⌘⌫/2) + P(Zn > ⌘,E[Zn | G]  ⌘⌫/2)
= P(Zn > ⌘,E[Zn | G] > ⌘⌫/2) + E[P(Zn > ⌘ | G)I[E[Zn|G]⌘⌫/2]]
 ⌫/2 + E

E[Zn | G]
⌘
I[E[Zn|G]⌘⌫/2]
 
 ⌫/2 + ⌫/2  ⌫.
Proof of Thm. 13. Repeat the proof of Thm. 9 up to defining ⇠i. Let
⇠0i an identical and independent replicate of ⇠i, conditioned on Ti. Let ⇢i be
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iid Rademacher random variables independent of all else. For t = 0, 1,
E[kAtk2⇤ | T1:n] = 1n2t E[k
P
i2Tt ⇠ik2⇤ | T1:n]
= 1
n2t
E[kPi2Tt (E [⇠0i]  ⇠i) k2⇤ | T1:n]
 1
n2t
E[kPi2Tt (⇠0i   ⇠i) k2⇤ | T1:n]
= 1
n2t
E[kPi2Tt ⇢i (⇠0i   ⇠i) k2⇤ | T1:n]
 4
n2t
E[kPi2Tt ⇢i⇠ik2⇤ | T1:n].
By (iv),M = E[k⇠ik2⇤ | T ]  4E[K(X,X) | T = 1] <1. Note that k⇠ ⇣k2⇤+
k⇠ + ⇣k2⇤ = 2k⇠k2⇤+2k⇣k2⇤+2 h⇠, ⇣i   2 h⇠, ⇣i = 2k⇠k2⇤+2k⇣k2⇤. By induction,P
⇢i2{ 1,+1}m k
Pm
i=1 ⇢i⇠ik2⇤ = 2m
Pm
i=1 k⇠ik2⇤. Therefore,
E[kAtk2⇤ | T ]  4n2t E[k
P
i2Tt ⇢i⇠ik2⇤ | T ]  4n2t E[
P
i2Tt k⇠ik2⇤ | T ]
 4
n2t
P
i2Tt E[k⇠ik2⇤ | T ] = 4M/nt.
Since kW˜T0k2 = 1/n00 and  n   , we conclude that,
E2(W˜T0 ;K, n) = kA1 + (n0/n00)A0k2⇤ +  nkW˜T0k22 = Op(1/n).
Because W is optimal and by (iii) W˜T0 is feasible and   1    1, we then
also have B2(W ;K) = Op(1/n) and kWk22 = Op(1/n). By (v), 9 2 :  2i 
 2. Therefore, V 2(W ; 21:n)   2(kWk22 + 1/n1) = Op(1/n) and hence by
Lemma 31 ⌅(W ) = Op(n
 1/2).
In case (a), we have B(W ; f0)  k[f0]kB(W ;K) = O(n 1). Thm. 1 and
Lemma 31 yield the result.
Now consider case (b). Fix ⌘ > 0, ⌫ > 0. Let ⌧ =
p
⌫⌘/3/M . Because
B(W ;K) = Op(n 1/2) = op(n 1/4) and kWk2 = Op(n 1/2), there are
M,N such that for all n   N both P(n1/4B(W ;K) > p⌘)  ⌫/3 and
P(n1/2(kWk2 + 1/
p
n1) > M
p
⌘)  ⌫/3. By existence of second moment,
there is g00 =
P`
i=1  iISi with (E
⇥
(f0(X)  g00(X))2
⇤
)1/2  ⌧/2 where IS(x)
are the simple functions IS(x) = I [x 2 S] for S measurable. Let i = 1, . . . , `.
Let Ui   Si open and Ei ✓ Si compact be such that P (X 2 Ui\Ei) 
⌧2/(4` | i|)2. By Urysohn’s lemma [23], there exists a continuous function
hi with support Ci ✓ Ui compact, 0  hi  1, and hi(x) = 1 8x 2 Ei.
Therefore, (E
⇥
(ISi(X)  hi)2
⇤
)1/2 = (E
⇥
(ISi(X)  hi)2I [X 2 Ui\Ei]
⇤
)1/2 
(P (X 2 Ui\Ei))1/2  ⌧/(4` | i|). By C0-universality, 9gi =
Pm
j=1 ↵jK(xj , ·)
such that supx2X |hi(x)  gi(x)| < ⌧/(4` | i|). Because E
⇥
(hi   gi)2
⇤ 
supx2X |hi(x)  gi(x)|2, we have
p
E [(IS0(X)  gi)2]  ⌧/(2` | i|). Let g0 =
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i=1  igi. Then (E
⇥
(f0(X)  g0(X))2
⇤
)1/2  ⌧/2+P`i=1 | i| ⌧/(2` | i|) = ⌧
and kg0k <1. Let  n =
q
1
n
Pn
i=1(f0(Xi)  g0(Xi))2. Then, we have that
|B(W ; f0)|  |B(W ; g0)|+ |B(W ; f0   g0)|
 k[g0]kB(W ;K) +
p
n(kWk2 + 1/
p
n1) n.
Let N 0 = max{N, 2dk[f0]k4/⌘2e}. Then by union bound, for all n   N 0, we
have
P(|B(W ; f0)| > ⌘)  P(n 1/4k[g0]k > p⌘) + P(n1/4B(W ;K) > p⌘)
+ P(n1/2(kWk2 + 1/
p
n1) > M
p
⌘) + P( n >
p
⌘/M)
 0 + ⌫/3 + ⌫/3 + ⌫/3 = ⌫.
Hence, |B(W ; f0)| = op(1). Thm. 1 and Lemma 31 yield the result.
Proof of Thm. 14. From the proof of Thm. 13 we have B2(W ;K) =
Op(1/n), kWk22 = Op(1/n),⌅(W ) = Op(n 1/2). In case (a), we have |B(W ; f0 
fˆ0)|  k[f0   fˆ0]kB(W ;K) = op(n 1/2) and so ⌧ˆW,fˆ0   SATT = ⌅(W ) +
op(n
 1/2), yielding the result. In case (b), we have |B(W ; f0 fˆ0)|  (k[f0]k+
k[fˆ0]k)B(W ;K) = Op(1)Op(n 1/2), yielding the result.
In the other cases, expand the error of ⌧ˆW,fˆ0 :
⌧ˆW,fˆ0   SATT = B(W ; f˜0   fˆ0) +B(W ; f0   f˜0) + ⌅(W ).
|B(W ; f˜0   fˆ0)|  (kWk22 + 1/n1)1/2(
Pn
i=1(f˜0(Xi)  fˆ0(Xi))2)1/2
= Op(n
 1/2)Op(1).
In case (c), B(W ; f0   f˜0) = 0 yields the result. In case (d), we repeat
the argument in the proof of Thm. 13 to show that both |B(W ; f0)| ! 0
and |B(W ; f˜0)| ! 0, yielding the result. In case (e), |B(W ; f0   f˜0)| 
(kf0k+ kf˜0k)B(W ;K) = Op(n 1/2), yielding the result.
Proof of Thm. 15. From the proof of Thm. 13, B2(W ;K) = O(1/n),
kWk22 = O(1/n). From the proof of Thm. 22, for fˆ0(x) = ↵ˆ    ˆTx where
↵ˆ,  ˆ = argmin↵2R, 2Rd
P
i2T0 Wi(Yi   ↵    TXi)2, we have ⌧ˆWLS(W ) =
1
n1
P
i2T1(Yi   fˆ0(Xi)). Because least squares with intercept has zero in-
sample bias,
P
i2T0 Wifˆ0(Xi) =
P
i2T0 WiYi, so that by adding and sub-
stracting this term, we see that ⌧ˆWLS(W ) = ⌧ˆW,fˆ0 = ⌧ˆW  B(W ; fˆ0).
Let X˜i = (1, Xi),  ˜ = (↵ˆ,  ˆ
T )T , Pˆ = X˜TT0WX˜T0 =
P
i2T0 WiX˜iX˜
T
i , Gˆ =P
i2T0 Wif0(Xi)X˜i, and Hˆ =
P
i2T0 WiX˜i✏i. Then  ˜ = Pˆ
 1(Gˆ+ Hˆ). Follow
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the argument in Thm. 13 for the case of K being C0-universal to show Pˆ ! P
in probability, where P = E[X˜X˜T | T = 1]. By the Schor complement, since
E[XXT | T = 1] is non-singular, P is also non-singular and hence we have
Pˆ 1 ! P 1 in probability. Follow the argument in Thm. 13 for the case of
K being C0-universal to show Gˆ ! G = E[f0(X)X˜ | T = 1] in probability.
Moreover, letting M > 1 be such that supx2X kxk2  M by assumption,
E[kHˆk22 | X1:n, T1:n] =
P
i2T0 W
2
i  
2
i kX˜ik22  2M2 2kWk22 = Op(1/n) so
that by Lemma 31 kHˆk22 = Op(1/n).
Consider case (a). By Thm. 13, ⌧ˆW ! 0 in probability. By the above, we
have k ˜k2 = Op(1). Let ⌘ > 0, ⇢ > 0 be given. Then there is R > 0 such
that P(k ˜k2 > R)  ⇢/3. Let M 0, N 0 be such that P(
p
n(kWk22+1/n1)1/2 >
M 0)  ⇢/3 for all n   N 0. Let r = ⌘/(8MM 0) and {  : k     ˜1k2 
r}, . . . , {  : k    ˜`k2  r} be a finite cover of the compact
 
  : k k2  R
 
.
Let f (x) =  
T
(1, x). By C0-universality and boundedness, 9gk with kgkk <
1 and supx2X |gk(x)   f (x)|  ⌘/(4M 0). Let   = maxk=1,...,` kgkk and let
N 00   N 0 be such that P(B(W ;K) > ⌘/(2 ))  ⇢/3 for all n   N 00. Note
that supx2X |f (x)  f 0(x)|  2Mk     
0k2. Then we have that
supk kR|B(W ; f )|
 supk kRmink(|B(W ; gk)|+ |B(W ; f k   gk)|+ |B(W ; f    f k)|)
  B(W ;K) +pn(kWk22 + 1/n1)1/2(+ 2Mr)
=  B(W ;K) +pn(kWk22 + 1/n1)1/2⌘/(2M 0)
Finally, for all n   N 00, we have
P(|B(W ; fˆ0)| > ⌘)  P(k ˜k > R) + P(|B(W ; fˆ0)| > ⌘, k ˜k  R)
 ⇢/3 + P(supk kR |B(W ; f )| > ⌘)
 ⇢/3 + P(B(W ;K) > ⌘/(2 )) + P(pn(kWk22 + 1/n1)1/2 > ⌘/(2M 0))  ⇢
which is eventually smaller than ⇢. Since ⌘, ⇢ were arbitrary we conclude
that B(W ; fˆ0)! 0 in probability so that ⌧ˆWLS(W ) ! 0 in probability.
Consider case (b). Let  0 = (↵0, 
T
0 )
T . Then  ˜    0 = Pˆ 1Hˆ so by the
above  ˜    0 = Op(n 1/2). Noting that ⌧ˆWLS(W )   SATT = 1n1
P
i2T1 ✏i +
( 0    ˜)T ( 1n1
P
i2T1 X˜i) completes the proof.
Proof of Thm. 16. Writing W 0i = (1  Ti)Wi   Ti/n1, K 0 = K +  IT0 ,
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we have that SKOM(W,K, ) is given by
min
W2W
supP1
i,j=1 ↵i↵jK(xi, xj)  1,
g 2 G,P1i=1 ↵2iK(xi, xi) <1,P1
i=1 ↵ig
0(xi) = 0 8g0 2 G
nX
i=1
W 0i
0@g(Xi) + 1X
j=1
↵iK(xj , Xi)
1A+  kWk22
= min
W2W
⇢ 1 9g 2 G :Pni=1W 0ig(Xi) 6= 0
W 0TK 0W 0 8g 2 G :Pni=1W 0ig(Xi) = 0 = minW 2W,
GW 0 = 0
W 0TK 0W 0.
The result follows by writing GW 0 = 0 as W 0 2 null(G) = span(N), which
is in turn written as W 0 = NU for a new variable U 2 Rk.
Proof of Thm. 23. Let   = E
⇥P
i2T1 WiXi  
P
i2T0 WiXi
⇤
and simi-
larly define  0.
Suppose   = ↵  for ↵ 2 [ 1, 1]. Then, for any f(x) =  Tx +  0,
|E [B(W ; f)]| =    T    = |↵|    T 0       T 0   = |E [B(W 0; f)]|.
Now, suppose W is linearly EPBR relative to W 0. Then, for any  , we
have that if  T 0 = 0 then B(W 0; f) = 0 for f(x) =  Tx, which by linear
EPBR implies that B(W ; f) = 0, which means that  T  = 0. In other
words, span( 0)? ✓ span( )?. Therefore, span( ) ✓ span( 0), which ex-
actly means that 9↵ 2 R such that   = ↵ 0. If  0 = 0 then we can choose
↵ = 0. If  0 6= 0 then there exists   such that    T 0   > 0 and hence
|↵| =    T    /    T 0    1 by linear EPBR.
Proof of Thm. 24. Fixing any µ 2 Rd, µ 6= 0, we can a nely transform
the data so that X | T = 0 is spherical at zero (has zero mean, unit covari-
ance, and its distribution is unitarily invariant) and X | T = 1 is distributed
the same as µ+↵X | T = 0 for some ↵ 2 R+. For any a nely invariant W 0,
we may assume this form for the data and any a nely invariant W 0 is also
unitarily invariant so that by spherical symmetry, E
⇥Pn
i=1( 1)Ti+1WiXi
⇤ 2
span(µ). Both W and W (0) are a nely invariant.
Proof of Thm. 25. Fix X, T , A 2 Rd⇥d, and a 2 Rd with A non-
singular. Let µˆ and b⌃ be defined as in Alg. 3 for X, T . Let µˆA and b⌃A
be defined as in Alg. 3 for the transformed data XA = XA
T + 1na
T , T .
Then, µˆA = Aµˆ + a and b⌃A = Ab⌃AT . The inner products produced by
Alg. 3 on the transformed data are ((XA)i  µˆA)T b⌃†A((XA)j  µˆA) = (AXi 
Aµˆ)TA T b⌃†A 1(AXj   Aµˆ) = (Xi   µˆ)T b⌃†(Xj   µˆ), which are the inner
products produced by Alg. 3 on the untransformed data.
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Proof of Thm. 26. IfX1:n is a nely independent then it can be a nely
mapped to the (n 1)-dimensional simplex, composed of 0 and the first n 1
unit vectors. If W is a nely invariant then it takes the same value on all
a nely independent X1:n as it does on the (n  1)-dimensional simplex.
Proof of Thm. 27. The proof is the same as that of Thm. 23.
Proof of Thm. 28. The proof is the same as that of Thm. 24: without
loss of generality we may assume that the embedded control data is spherical
(ellipsoidal with zero mean and identity covariance operator and therefore
spherically symmetric under unitary transformations) and that treated data
is distributed like scaling and shifting the control data.
Proof of Thm. 29. The proof is the same as that of Thm. 25.
Proof of Thm. 30. Let X1:n and X
0
1:n each be a list of n distinct ele-
ments of X . Since K is strictly positive definite, both {K(Xi, ·) : i = 1, . . . , n}
and {K(X 0i, ·) : i = 1, . . . , n} are linearly independent sets of vectors. There-
fore, there exists a bounded non-singular A 2 F ⌦ F such that AXi = X 0i.
Since W is K-a nely invariant, it is the same for X1:n and X 01:n.
